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ABSTRACT

Two charged-particle detector systems were prepared, simulated, and designed. 

Both of these detector systems are primarily intended to study transfer reactions. To 

detect the charged particles, the two systems both use silicon solid state detectors.

The first detector system discussed is the Silicon Highly-Segmented Array for 

Reactions and Coulomb-excitation (SHARC). It is a ancillary detector designed to 

tag and measure charged particles in coincidence with 7 -ray measurements done by 

the TRIUMF ISAC Gamma Ray Escape Suppressed Spectrometer (TIGRESS) ger

manium detector array. After extensive simulation and thorough design, SHARC is 

being manufactured and should begin operation in late 2008.

The second detector system is designed to look at the two-proton emission from 

excited states of 17Ne and 20Mg. Both nuclei are very proton rich and can become 

proton unbound at low excitation energies. The 16F and 19Na formed if a proton is 

emitted from 17Ne and 20Mg respectively are themselves proton unbound. This means 

tha t an either of these nuclei, when excited, can cause a reaction chain emitting two 

protons and a heavy ion. Previous work looking at excited 17Ne indicates tha t it may 

be a two-proton halo nuclei with the clear possibility that the two emitted protons 

could be emitted simultaneously from the halo. The goal of the experiment was to 

look more in depth at 17Ne’s proton emission, and then use the same setup to see if 

20Mg has similar behavior.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Physics is the branch of science looking within atoms at the nuclei that 

forms their cores. The nuclei of atoms consist of protons and neutrons together in very 

small clusters. Depending on the number of protons and neutrons in a nucleus, it can 

either be stable (and hence not going to decay on its own) or unstable and radioactive 

(and hence going to decay on its own). The structure and properties of most stable 

nuclei have already been thoroughly studied, so most nuclear physicists now focus on 

the unstable radioactive nuclei and their structure and properties. Studying unstable 

nuclei can provide insights and understanding into why some nuclei are stable.

Because of the challenges associate with producing beams of radioactive nuclei, 

radioactive beams are limited to low beam intensities. To deal with the low beam 

intensities and the resulting low reaction rates, highly efficient and effective state-of- 

the-art detector systems are needed. This work covers the preparation, simulation, 

and design for new two detector systems designed primarily to study a category of 

nuclear reactions, namely transfer reactions, with radioactive ion beams.

The Silicon Highly-Segmented Array for Reactions and Coulomb-excitation 

(SHARC) is a ancillary detector designed to tag and measure charged particles in co

incidence with 7 -ray measurements done by the TRIUMF ISAC Gamma Ray Escape 

Suppressed Spectrometer (TIGRESS) germanium detector array.

The Colorado School of Mines spearheaded the simulation and design of SHARC. 

By extensively simulating the interaction of charged particles created by a variety
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of transfer reactions with the detector array, the simulations were a vital tool in 

iteratively refining SHARC from a rough concept to a well-researched array. Following 

the completion of the simulations, the Colorado School of Mines took charge of doing 

much of the mechanical design work. The designing was done using the SolidWorks 

computer aided design program.

The second detector system is designed to look at the two-proton emission from of 

17Ne and 20Mg’s excited states via the 17F(3He,t) and 20Na(3He,t). Previous research 

has indicated tha t a significant portion of the proton emission from 17Ne’s excited 

states is probably a 2He cluster emitted from a two-proton halo. Identifying 17Ne’s 

proton unbound excited states and measuring their proton emission mode will provide 

a great deal of insight into its internal structure. If that experiment goes well, it would 

be interesting to investigate 20Mg which is another proton dripline nuclei with the 

potential to emit two protons simultaneously. In preparation for these experiments, 

a cryogenically cooled 3He gas cell has been developed, the reaction kinematics have 

been studied, and the detector system that will measure the reaction products has 

been designed.
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CHAPTER 2

SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATIONS

Before any detailed design of a detector system can be discussed, what is being 

detected, how it is being detected, and why the detector is important must all be 

covered. To study a nuclear reaction, particles from the reaction are measured. A 

variety of detector types have been developed which specialize in measuring different 

types of radiation particles. By measuring these different types of particles, it is 

possible to study nuclear reactions and the nuclear structure of atoms.

2.1 Physics with Radioactive Beams

Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs) are frequently used to produce and work with 

the wide variety of short-lived radioactive nuclides. As the name implies, a RIB is a 

beam of radioactive particles which are produced, accelerated, and then delivered as 

a ion beam to an experiment’s location.

Many of the nuclear reactions studied in nuclear physics involve working with 

relatively short lived nuclei with half lives ranging from a few hours or minutes to 

mere milliseconds. For this reason, it is not conceivable in most cases to build a 

radioactive target, so one has to consider producing RIBs impinging on a stable 

target. It is usually only 100 ms or less from when an ion is fed into a particle 

accelerator to when it is delivered to the experiment. Thus a good way to do nuclear 

experiments involving short lived radioactive nuclei is to direct them into a particle 

accelerator as soon as they are produced.
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The technique used at both TRIUMF, Canada’s National Laboratory for Nuclear 

Physics, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is called Isotope Separator on 

Line (ISOL). Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of RIB production at ORNL [1]. At both 

facilities the first step is inserting protons into a cyclotron which then accelerates the

and interact in a variety of ways. The ion source is the system which extracts ions 

based on their chemical properties and directs them to the accelerator. Different types 

of target material can be used to produce different varieties of nuclei. To produce 

the highest beam yield possible for a given isotope, a variety of target and ion source 

combinations are used. The targets are porous so that nuclei produced within the 

target can diffuse out of the target and be extracted by the ion source.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the ISOL technique at ORNL [1]

The atoms tha t escape the target are ionized and then lightly accelerated by a
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static electric field leading into the beamline. To select the isotope of interest from 

all the nuclei escaping from the ion source, the nuclei are collimated and then sent 

through the magnetic field of a mass spectrometer (see Figure 2.2). The radius of a 

charged particle’s path through a magnetic field depends on its charge-to-mass ratio 

and its energy. After the magnet is a slit which only allows ions of a certain charge-to- 

mass ratio pass through (because of the uniform acceleration of all the ions, all ions 

should have nearly the same energy). Adjusting the strength of the magnetic field 

allows specific isotopes to be selected, and adjusting the width of the slit controls 

the beam tuning’s selectivity. Depending on the ions being transmitted, one can 

achieve various degrees of beam purity. This depends on the selectivity of the target- 

ion source combination and the resolution of the mass spectrometer. After passing 

through the slit selecting the isotope of interest, the ionized nuclei are accelerated 

to the desired reaction energy with an electric field and directed to the experiment 

location with a series of steering magnets.

Uniform Magnetic Field

slit 

t
mixed selected
beam isotope

Figure 2.2: Schematic of ions turning in a magnetic field
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The ISOL technique is a very useful way to produce a wide variety of radioactive 

isotopes for use in particle accelerators. However the technique does have some lim

itations. Because most of the protons from the driver beam pass through the target 

without reacting and only part of the reactions that do occur produce the desired 

isotope for a particular reaction, only a small fraction of the driver beam produces 

the desired isotope. Furthermore, since the reactions occur throughout the target 

material, many reaction products do not make it out of the target. Then the fast 

chemistry occurring in the ion source still takes time (typically tens of milliseconds). 

This hinders the ISOL technique’s ability to produce and deliver very short-lived 

isotopes.

To reduce the number of reaction products which do not escape the target, 

most targets are porous to allow paths for the products to escape the target. In 

addition, heating the target can reduce the likelihood that products which do contact 

the target material condense on the surface of the material. Heating the target also 

avoids extreme temperature differences within the target material when the proton 

beam impacts and heats only a portion of the target. The result of these factors 

is th a t RIB intensities usually are far lower than are available for non-radioactive 

ion beams. Typical RIB intensities during experiments range from 104 to 107 s-1 , 

and beams using stable isotopes often can be around 1010 s- 1  or more. These far 

lower beam intensities mean th a t it is often a challenge to measure enough reactions 

to have acceptable levels of statistical uncertainty during the time available for any 

single experiment.
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2.2 Particle Types and Detector Needs

The normally low beam intensities for RIBs mean tha t measuring a statistically 

significant number of reactions is one of the major challenges in most experiments. 

Detectors used to measure reaction products must thus be as efficient as possible. To 

maximize a detector’s efficiency at measuring reaction products, it should intercept 

the trajectories of as many products as possible. This means that it is often desirable 

for detectors or arrays of detectors to almost completely surround the experiment 

target.

The ability of a detector system to distinguish between different reaction pro

cesses, called its selectivity, is as important as its efficiency. To increase selectivity it 

is useful to detect as many reaction products in coincidence as possible. By increasing 

the selectivity one can distinguish a rare process from among many others which may 

be more likely to happen.

To maximize the number of product particles measured (and hence maximize 

both selectivity and efficiency), not only must the detector array cover as much of the 

relevant solid angle as possible, but it must also get useful measurements from those 

particles which do hit the detector array. Because reaction products can include 

photons, charged particles such as electrons and protons, and uncharged particles 

such as neutrons, many experiments involve simultaneously measuring multiple types 

of particles. Different types of detectors work best for each of these particle types, so 

many experiments use multiple types of detectors to fully measure an experiment.

When the nucleus of an atom decays from a higher energy state to a lower one, 

the energy difference between the states is released in an emitted photon called a 

7 -ray. Measuring the energy of 7 -rays can be useful in determining the energies of a 

nuclei’s states, because the energy carried away by the 7 -ray is equal to the energy
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difference between the initial and final nuclear states. The 7 -ray energy can be used as 

a fingerprint of the nuclei when measured precisely. Figure 2.3 sketches this process.

Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the de-excitation of a nucleus and the formed 7 -ray

However, to fully study a reaction, more than just the 7 -rays need to be mea

sured. There are many sources of 7 -rays in nature, so identifying the 7 -rays produced 

by a reaction of interest is challenging without additional information. Even among 

those reactions occurring when the beam hits the target, there are usually many dif

ferent reaction channels in addition to the one(s) being studied. By looking for time 

coincidences between the 7 -rays measured and the desired reaction product particles 

it is possible to select the relevant reaction channel and identify the 7 -rays emitted 

in coincidence. This means tha t in order to get the most out of an array of 7 -ray 

detectors, a secondary detector capable of accurately measuring and identifying other 

reaction products produced by the reaction being studied is very valuable. Ancillary 

detectors are therefore used to sort out the background and various reaction channels.

The majority of the reaction products produced by transfer reactions, Coulomb 

excitation, or fusion evaporation are charged particles (or light nuclei), though some 

transfer reaction or fusion evaporation experiments can produce neutrons. To mea

Excited State

Decay Emitting a y-ray

Ground State



sure and identify the charged particles emitted in these reactions, an array of 7 -ray 

detectors needs a compact charged particle detector array working in conjunction 

with it.

2.3 Transfer Reactions

Transfer reactions are a very important component of nuclear physics research, 

so much of the development of the two different charged-particle detection systems 

focused on measuring the products of transfer reactions. In a transfer reaction a 

nucleon or multiple nucleons are transferred between two ions. In the case of ra

dioactive beams, the transfer reaction is done by impinging the projectile on a target 

made of light nuclei such as protons, douterons, tritons, or helium. After nucleons 

are exchanged, the products are a different light particle and a beam-like ion. For 

example in a (d,p) reaction, the beam ion picks up a neutron from the deuteron, and 

the products are a proton and a more neutron rich beam-like ion. To go the other 

way and remove a neutron a (p,d) reaction could be used. A neutron could even 

be exchanged for a proton or vice versa with (3He,t) or similar reactions. Figure 2.4 

shows how a sample of transfer reactions only involving charged particles can produce 

all of the adjacent nuclei to the initial projectile.

Kinematically, transfer reactions are two body reactions. Initially there is a 

stationary target particle and the incoming beam particle. W ith precise knowledge of 

the particle accelerator’s beam tuning, the momentum and kinetic energy of both of 

these particles can be known beforehand. After the transfer reaction, a light particle 

and a beam-like particle are ejected from the target. If the momentum of one of the 

two outgoing products is measured, conservation of momentum and energy allows the 

momentum and energy of the other product to be calculated. Figure 2.5 sketches the
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Figure 2.4: Transfer reactions can produce all the nearby nuclei

initial and final states of a reaction.

The beam particle is usually significantly heavier than the light target nuclei. 

This means tha t during the reaction, the beam particle is generally not deflected 

much, and the beam-like product tends to be going in a similar direction to the original 

beam. This can make it challenging to separate the beam-like particles from non

reacting beam particles without a high resolution spectrometer. On the other hand 

the light particles are deflected over a wider range of angles, and detectors measuring 

them can avoid the challenge of dealing with the beam particles tha t didn’t  react in 

the target. A charged particle detection system can use the detection of the light 

fragments to tag the reaction channel for the 7 -ray detectors. The combined system 

looks for coincidence between a 7 -ray and a proton, deuteron, triton, etc. to pick out 

the relevant reactions from among the other reaction channels and background noise.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the initial and final state of a 2 body reaction in the
laboratory frame

2.4 Q u a n titie s  to  b e  M easu red

It is impossible to design an effective detector system without knowing what 

quantities it needs to be able to measure. The y-ray energy gives the energy of 

excited states of the nuclei, so it is important that they are measured as precisely as 

possible. The y-rays that a detector measures during an experiment are emitted by 

moving particles, and consequently in the laboratory reference frame they are Doppler 

shifted. To enhance the precision of the y-ray energy measurements, the Doppler shift 

can be accounted for by determining the trajectory of a particle that emitted a y-ray.

To determine the trajectory of a particle that emitted a y-ray, the ancillary 

charged particle detector system needs to determine the energy and position of the 

particle. In the case of Coulomb excitation experiments, the scattered beam particle 

emits a gamma ray and then is directly measured by the charged particle detector. 

In transfer reactions it is the beam-like particle that emits the y-ray and the light 

particle is measured. This means that the charged particle detection system needs to
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have a good energy and position resolution.

The position resolution of the charged particle detector system is also im portant 

in determining the angular cross section ^ (0 ) .  The total cross section of a reaction 

is useful in calculating reaction rates in theoretical calculations such as stellar burn 

rates. On the other hand, the shape of the angular cross section can be used to 

determine the nuclear spins of the states of the nuclei produced in the reaction.

Another key role of the ancillary charged particle detector is identifying charged 

particles associated with reactions. W ithout this particle identification, it is impossi

ble to  fully discriminate between different reaction channels. One useful and powerful 

technique for particle identification is a AE1 — E  plot. In these plots a charged parti

cle’s energy loss in a material is compared with its total energy, and the relationship 

between them depends on the particle’s mass and charge.
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CHAPTER 3

SHARC AT TRIUMF

TRIUMF is a thriving nuclear physics laboratory in Vancouver, Canada. The 

facility has the capabilities to produce and deliver a wide variety of radioactive ion 

beams. In addition to producing and delivering RIBs, TRIUMF also has experi

ment halls and detector systems to conduct experiments there. To continue to ad

vance nuclear physics knowledge, TRIUMF has expanded its experiment halls and 

is adding new detector systems. The Silicon Highly-Segmented Array for Reactions 

and Coulomb-excitation (SHARC) is one of the new detector systems being built for 

use in the newly expanded experiment hall.

3.1 ISAC at TRIUMF

The Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC) experiment halls in TRIUMF 

provide room to conduct a number of experiments with RIBs. The ISAC I experiment 

hall has already been in service for a number of years and the detector systems there 

have conducted many useful experiments. The ISAC II hall is a newly constructed 

addition housing several new detector systems. Figure 3.1 shows the floor plan of 

ISAC I and II [2 ].

Using the ISOL technique discussed in Section 2.1, TRIUMF accelerates pro

tons in the neighboring Meson Hall and produces RIBS in the lower levels of the 

ISAC facility. These beams are then delivered to ISAC I. In between ISAC I and 

ISAC II are a pair of linear accelerators which can further accelerate the beam. The

13



Figure 3.1: Floor plan of ISAC experiment halls [2 ]

6 . 8  MeV/ nucleon accelerator capacity allows ISAC II to conduct experiments which 

require higher energies than the 1.5 MeV/ nucleon available in ISAC I.

3.2 T IG R E S S

One of the most powerful detector types when measuring 7 -rays is a High Purity  

Germanium detector (HPGe). The main attribute which makes HPGe detectors 

ideal for measuring 7 -rays is their extremely good energy resolution. Germanium is a 

semi-conductor that can have relatively thick depletion depths when a bias voltage is 

applied. The depletion depth is the depth of a charge imbalance and hence an electric 

field within the material.

When ionizing radiation passes through the depleted material, a series of holes
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and carrier electrons are formed. These holes and carrier electrons travel through the 

electric field and produce an electric signal in the electrodes on each side of the crystal 

proportional to the energy deposited in the material. Larger detector size increases 

the chance of detecting the full energy of an incoming 7 -ray, so HPGe’s thick depletion 

depth is needed. To minimize the amount of random thermal ionization within the 

germanium (and hence random noise signals), HPGe detectors are cooled with liquid 

nitrogen [3].

The TRIUMF ISAC Gamma Ray Escape Suppressed Spectrometer (TIGRESS) 

is a 12 HPGe detector array. It is a new array in the ISAC II Experiment Hall at the 

TRIUMF laboratory in Vancouver. TIGRESS is designed to accurately and efficiently 

measure the 7 -rays produced by reactions in the center of the array. Figure 3.2 is a 

picture of the array (note: only half of the detectors are installed in this picture) [2 ]. 

The metal sphere in the center of the array is the Bambino chamber which houses 

one small silicon charged particle detector.

Figure 3.2: The partially commissioned TIGRESS array in use [2]

The TIGRESS detector array uses high purity germanium detectors to measure
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7 -rays because they have far better energy resolution than Nal(Tl) scintillators or 

other common 7 -ray measuring detectors. Historically, Nal scintillators had better 

efficiency than the relatively small germanium crystals tha t were being manufactured. 

These days, large HPGe crystals are able to match the efficiency of Nal detectors, 

making their use desirable. These detector arrays, however, are very costly, so one 

will find only one HPGe array at most national laboratories. During early commis

sioning tests, the detectors showed an average energy resolution of 2.46 keV FWHM 

at 1332 keV [4]. This very good energy resolution when measuring 7 -rays means 

tha t TIGRESS will be the primary tool to determine the energies of nuclear states in 

experiments tha t use it.

3.3 Charged Particle Detection

As discussed in Section 2.2 more than just TIGRESS’s 7 -ray measurements are 

needed to effectively conduct experiments. Measuring and identifying the reaction 

products is a vital part of selecting the desired reaction channel from among the 

other reactions occurring and natural background radiation.

As a readily available semi- conductor, silicon is an excellent material to detect 

charged particles. Like with the germanium used in 7 -ray measurements, silicon relies 

on ionization to detect a particle. This ionization creates an electron hole pair which 

move through bias voltage to opposite sides of the depleted material and produce 

an electronic signal.1 Unlike the 7 -rays, charged particles are far more ionizing and 

produce far larger signals than the random thermal ionization does. This means th a t 

by setting a threshold on signal detection, the noise from thermal ionization can be 

filtered out, and silicon charged particle detectors do not need to be cooled below

1As a side note, silicon currently can not be purified as much as germanium can be, so the 
depletion depths for silicon are limited to a few mm instead of a few cm like in germanium.
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room temperature.

A silicon detector array is a very effective way to identify the charged reaction 

products. If a particle passes through a thin panel of silicon in front of a second panel 

of silicon tha t is thick enough to stop the particle, the total energy of the particle 

and the portion of the energy deposited in the thin panel can both be determined. 

Figure 3.3(a) is a sketch of this layout. If the thinner panel’s thickness is significantly 

less than the particle’s range in silicon, the energy deposited in the thin panel is 

approximately equal to the specific energy loss dE/dx times the thickness. The Bethe 

formula for non-relativistic specific energy loss for a particle of energy E, mass m, and 

charge zxe  is

g  =  C i ^ l n ^  (3.1)

with constants C\ and C2 [3]. As predicted by this formula, the energy deposited in 

the thin target’s relation to the total energy depends on both the particle’s mass and 

charge. This means tha t a plot of Af? vs. E can be an effective way to identify the 

charged particles that pass through the A E  detector and stop in the thick E detector. 

Figure 3.3(b) is a plot of AI? — E  from a 170 ( 3He,p)19F experiment at ORNL [5] .

In many transfer and fusion evaporation reactions, the light product particles 

can be ejected from the target at nearly any angle. This is a result of the reaction 

kinematics. In the reaction’s center of mass reference frame the light and heavy beam

like nuclei have equal momentum. Thus the light particle has a much higher velocity in 

the center of mass reference frame than the heavy beam-like nuclei does. This means 

tha t when viewed in the laboratory reference frame the heavy nuclei’s trajectory is 

close to the beam particle’s initial trajectory down the beamline. However the light 

particle’s trajectory can be significantly different from the beam’s direction and it
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of a A E  — E  telescope, (b) Measured A E  — E t  plot from 
a 170 ( 3He,p)19F experiment at ORNL [5]

can even go in the opposite direction from the beam. To tag as many of the light 

particles as possible, the array should cover as close to the full dvr of solid angle as 

possible. A box or barrel like configuration of multiple silicon panels such as SHARC 

uses can be set up to surround the target and measure nearly all of the light reaction 

products.

The angular distribution of the light product ions SHARC detects is a measure

ment of how the reaction’s cross section varies with the angle of the emitted particles. 

The reaction’s cross section in turn is determined by the nuclear spin of the beam-like 

product nucleus. This means that it was advantageous for SHARC to have a good 

angular resolution, so tha t angular distributions can be measured and nuclear spins 

deduced.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF SHARC

To build an effective ancillary charged-particle detector for TIGRESS, careful 

simulation and design was needed. The requirements that SHARC needed to meet 

and general strategy to approach them were determined with collaborative input. A 

significant portion of the design requirements and early design was determined at the 

Silicon Array for TIGRESS Workshop at Golden, CO in February, 2006. To meet 

those requirements, large numbers of simulations were used to iteratively close in on 

an optimal detector design.

4.1 Requirements for SHARC

The SHARC array had a number of requirements it needed to meet to be an 

effective ancillary to the TIGRESS array. First off it physically had to fit into the 

space available. The inner faces of the TIGRESS array germanium detectors form 

an 11 cm radius sphere which SHARC, its supports, and the target chamber had to 

fit inside of. Figure 4.1 shows a cut away of TIGRESS and the space available for 

SHARC in the center. This meant tha t the overall size and layout of each part had 

to be carefully controlled for the final product to fit.

The second physical requirement was that SHARC contain as little mass as 

possible to minimize the attenuation of 7 -rays as they passed through the array before 

they could reach TIGRESS’s germanium detectors. Besides being able to physically 

fit inside TIGRESS, another advantage of relatively thin silicon panel detectors over
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Figure 4.1: Section View of a TIGRESS drawing showing the center of the array

other bulkier options was tha t they have less mass to stop or scatter 7 -rays with. 

Similarly the frame holding the detectors is a thin space frame to minimize its mass 

without sacrificing rigidity or strength. The chamber enclosing the array and target 

is made from very thin aluminum with enough strength to withstand the pressure of 

enclosing an evacuated target chamber.

In addition to the physical requirements, this charged-particle detector array 

needs to be able to perform several tasks. For starters it needs to be able to detect 

the particles and measure their energy with reasonable accuracy. Thus it must be 

thick enough to stop the particles within the detector so tha t their full energy is 

measured. It is important to be able to accurately identify the different types of 

possible reaction products, so that the different reaction branches can be considered 

separately. This was done with a A E  — E  telescope in the forward angles of the box.
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The backward angles do not have particle identification, since the particles in the 

far backward angles usually have too low of an energy to make it through even the 

thinnest A E  detectors tha t can be manufactured. Fortunately, in many reactions only 

protons can be scattered backwards from the target. To aid the product identification 

it is desirable to have good energy resolution for the charged-particle detector, even 

if, in most cases, the precise energy measurements will be done with TIGRESS. The 

main use of the energy resolution of SHARC is to be able to accurately discriminate 

between particle types in A E  — E  plots and E — 9 kinematic plots.

The 7 -rays that TIGRESS measures during an experiment are emitted by moving 

particles, and consequently in the laboratory reference frame they are Doppler shifted. 

To enhance the precision of TIGRESS’s 7 -ray energy measurements, the Doppler shift 

can be accounted for by determining the trajectory of the particle tha t emitted the 

7 -ray. This means tha t SHARC needed to have have good position resolution (and 

consequently angular resolution) so these trajectories can be determined and the 

Doppler shifts of 7 -rays can be accounted for. The target resolution requirement was 

A6 < 2° and A(f) < 5°. This good angular resolution is also useful when reconstructing 

angular distributions of the reaction products. Figure 4.2 shows the 21Na spectrum 

measured during a TIGRESS commissioning test with (red) and without (black) 

Doppler correction [6 ],

4.2 Early Design of SHARC

In the early development of the SHARC array we looked at existing detectors 

performing similar tasks for inspiration. One of the key detectors tha t helped shape 

the development of SHARC is the TIARA array at G ANIL [7]. Figure 4.3(a) shows 

the TIARA silicon panel charged-particle detector array. It uses a barrel of four
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Figure 4.2: 21Na spectrum measured during a TIGRESS commissioning test with 
(red) and without (black) Doppler correction [6 ]

resistive strip silicon detectors with a pair of round segmented detectors at each end 

to cover the far forward and backward angles. Since the TIARA array has worked 

well, development of SHARC started with a similar layout and then was modified to 

optimize it for work with TIGRESS (Figure 4.3(b)).

One of the first refinements to the design was to divide the barrel portion of 

the array into forward and backward sections. Figure 4.4 shows energy versus lab 

angle for an early simulation of 56Ni(d,p) at 6  MeV/ nucleon with the early setup 

before separate forward and backward barrel sections were considered. This early 

configuration uses Louvain - Edinburgh Detector Array (LEDA) [8 ] silicon detectors 

front and back with 8  resistive strip panels forming the barrel (Figure 4.3(b)). Few of 

the protons measured forward of 90° in this simulation provide meaningful numbers, 

because the detector failed to stop the energetic protons and measure their full energy. 

In general, products emitted in the forward angles will be carrying more of the beam 

energy, and hence will take more detector material to be stopped. By separating the
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Figure 4.3: (a) The TIARA Array at G ANIL [7], (b) Early design of SHARC

barrel into two sections it is possible to use more silicon in the front than in the back 

and be able to measure reactions at higher energies with fewer particles punching 

through the detector.

Target foils are usually arranged perpendicular to the beam direction, so outgoing 

product particles with angles close to 90°s travel through significantly more target 

material than particles ejected at other angles. This means that most of these particles 

either deposit most of their energy in the target or are completely stopped within it. 

Thus very few usable events are lost by having a junction between two sections of the 

barrel at 90°.

Another advantage of splitting the barrel into forward and backward sections is 

that the gap in between the forward and backward arrays leaves room for a conven

tional target ladder or wheel instead of the far more complex target system that is 

used in TIARA [7].

The next major decision was to decide between continue using resistive strips like 

TIARA used or switch to double-sided segmented detectors. The main advantage of
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of 56Ni(d,p) at 6  MeV/ nucleon showing punch-through at the
forward angles

resistive strips over a double-sided detector is that they require fewer instrumented 

channels than a double-sided detector of similar resolution would. Fewer channels of 

electronics to instrument means smaller and simpler cables exiting the chamber and 

fewer amplifiers to purchase to analyze the signals with. Overall, resistive strips make 

the array less complex and less costly. However, resistive strip detectors also bring 

their own set of disadvantages. The signal versus position resolution tends to be non

linear near the ends of the strips, so detector calibration is more complicated. Figure 

4.5 shows the Energy vs Position for a restive strip in a 140/un thick A S  panel from 

the Oak Ridge Rutgers University Barrel Array (ORRUBA). After considering lessons 

learned from ORRUBA, we decided tha t the advantages of double-sided segmented 

detectors outweighed the need for more channels of electronics [9].

The move to using double-sided silicon detectors meant that the number of chan

nels that needed to be instrumented would become a challenge later in the develop

ment. To reduce the number of channels to something that could be instrumented,
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Figure 4.5: Energy vs Position (arbitrary units) for a resistive strip in ORRUBA [9]

we changed the barrel portion of the array from a eight-sided barrel into a four-sided 

box configuration. Though reducing the number of sides to the barrel meant that 

more particles would enter the detector at oblique angles, this change reduced the 

number of channels, cables, connectors, feedthroughs, pre-amplifiers, and amplifiers 

needed significantly. Figure 4.6 shows the detector layout for the four-sided box 

configuration.

4.3 S H A R C ’s D e te c to r  D esign

In order to fit the panel detectors for the box portion of the array including 

their PCB connectors within the inner volume of TIGRESS as well as to fit them 

on Micron Semiconductor’s standard silicon wafer size, the silicon detector panels 

were chosen to be 5 cm by 7 cm. To provide room for either a target ladder or 

wheel between the forward and backward sections of the box, a 1 cm gap is left 

between the detectors. Though this produces a gap in the solid angle coverage, any



Figure 4.6: SHARC’s detector layout for the four-sided box configuration

particles emitted in these angles has to travel at a very oblique angle through much 

of the target material, losing a significant portion of its energy in the process if not 

stopping completely. This means that the particles, having lost much of their energy 

in the target, would be of little value in any experiment’s data analysis, and very 

little detector capability is lost by having a gap between the detectors for the target. 

Figure 4.7 shows the energy deposited in the target vs. laboratory angle for protons 

from a simulation of 56Fe(d,p) at 4.5 MeV/nucleon.

The solid angle coverage and range in spherical coordinates 0 and </> vary from 

pixel to pixel on the rectangular box portion of the SHARC array. In the cartesian 

coordinates the rectangular portion of the array is aligned with, 6 depends on the 

x, y, and z coordinates. Thus, 0 is different not only along longitudinal strips, but 

also along the lateral strips. Figure 4.8 shows the varying coverage and pixel size 

when viewed in spherical coordinates 0 and </>. Unlike circular detectors with radial
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Figure 4.7: Energy deposited in the target vs. lab angle

strips, 9 changes along the rectangular barrel array’s lateral strips. This means that 

the lateral and longitudinal segmentation of the panels are similarly important to the 

energy and angular resolution of the array.

To accurately calculate the Doppler shift of y-rays that TIGRESS measures, 

an angular resolution of less than 2° for 0 and 5° for (f) was required. To have the 

maximum A# and A 0  meet the design requirements, the minimum number of strips 

per panel is 48 longitudinal strips and 24 lateral strips. This gives an average 0 

resolution of 1.6° and an average (j) resolution of 3.5°. The 6 and </> resolution of a 

panel are interlinked, which meant that the (f) resolution needed to be better than 

the 5° maximum to get the 0 resolution high enough to meet the design requirement. 

Figure 4.9 shows the varying 6 resolution over a panel.

The energy resolution of the array depends on its angular resolution. For most 

reactions, the product’s energy in the laboratory frame of reference depends on its 

angle relative to the incident beam, so the spread of 9 angles a pixel covers means it 

also measures a range of actual particle energies. If there is a wide range of angles
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Figure 4.8: Coverage and segmentation of SHARC on a 0 vs. cj) plot.

tha t a single pixel covers, the range in energies can be a far bigger effect for the 

energy resolution than the variation in the detector’s output signal or the noise from 

the electronics doing the signal processing. Thus the angular resolution requirements 

for SHARC helped improve the array’s energy resolution.

Covering the far backward angles is a standard production Micron Semiconductor 

QQQ2 CD detector. This segmented circular detector is small enough to  fit inside the 

inner volume of TIGRESS, yet still large enough to not leave a large gap in coverage 

between it and the rear box section. A hole in the center of the detector provides a 

path for the beam to pass through to the target without damaging the detector in 

the process.

Though it would be possible for a second QQQ2 detector to cover the far forward 

angles, early simulations and calculations showed that a forward CD would have 

serious punch-through issues. See Figure 4.4 for one previously discussed example
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Figure 4.9: A# vs strip and back strip number for a panel

of the high energy protons punching through the forward CD and forward section of 

the barrel. Even for simulations of lower energy transfer reactions, the forward CD 

detector wasn’t thick enough to stop the vast majority of the light particles. Due 

to their high portion of the beam energy in the laboratory frame, reaction products 

tha t come out near the direction of the incident beam have far higher energy than 

products scattered into the side or rearward detectors. The thickest a CD detector 

could be manufactured is 1 mm, but for the 25-35 MeV protons expected from the 

reactions studied it would take between 3.5 and 6.5 mm of silicon to measure these 

relatively high energy protons according to SRIM’s stopping range calculations [10]. 

There is no way to fit 3 to 7 forward CDs and their cables and feedthroughs in the 

space available, let alone room in the budget to purchase electronics to instrument 

all of the additional 1 2 0  to 280 channels of signals.

In the forward section of the box, both a thin AE1 panel and a thick E panel are 

used on each side. Segmentation of the thin A E panel will provide the full position
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information of any particles passing through it, so the E panel behind the AE1 does not 

need to provide position information. Unsegmented panels are significantly cheaper 

to buy and to instrument, so the forward E panels are unsegmented. There currently 

is no plan to use SHARC to measure multiple light particles simultaneously in a single 

panel, which means tha t the forward E panels don’t need any segmentation at all. 

Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the design of the A E  and E detectors [11].

Figure 4.10: (a) Design of the forward A E detector, (b) Design of the unsegmented 
forward E detector. The designs are done such tha t the A E  — E  detectors can be 

stacked very closely together in the forward box [1 1 ].

In the backward section of the box, there is only a segmented E detector and 

no thin AE. The particles in the far backward angles usually have too low of an 

energy to make it through even the thinnest A E  detectors that can be manufactured. 

This means that, on its own, this section does not provide particle identification and 

only measures the position and energy of particles that hit it. However, as men

tioned before, the kinematics of most of the reactions planned for SHARC provide 

restrictions on which particles can end up in the backward lab angles. For example 

in a typical reaction with (d,<p,d,t,...> ) channels, only the protons can reach the 

backward angles. Similarly because the target atoms used in transfer reactions are
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usually lighter than the incoming beam ions, any elastically or inelastically scattered 

beam particles would be constrained to the forward angles. If particles from fusion 

evaporation or reactions with the target backing materials are obscuring the prod

ucts of the reaction(s) of interest, downstream identification of the beam-like particle 

with the Electromagnetic Mass Analyzer (EMMA) or an ion chamber can give the 

information necessary to discriminate between the desired and undesired reactions.

4.4 Optimization and Simulations

W ith the detector configuration and segmentation decided, the final part of the 

detectors’ design was to determine the optimum thickness for each panel. Calculations 

of the stopping distances of various light particles in silicon could give a rough idea of 

how thick the different sections needed to be, but actually simulating the interactions 

of reaction products with the detectors is far more thorough.

Though SHARC is intended to be used with both transfer and coulomb exci

tation reactions, the transfer reactions are far more sensitive to the detector setup. 

The scattered beam or target particles from Coulomb-excitation reactions stop very 

quickly in the silicon detectors, because of their low energy per unit of charge and 

high mass. This means that they won’t need very much silicon to be stopped and 

their full energy measured; it also means tha t using a A E  — E  telescope in the front to 

identify the scattered beam would be difficult because most of these scattered beam 

particles would stop in the thin AE.  On the other hand, the relatively high energy 

per unit charge of protons and other light particles produced by transfer reactions 

means they require significantly more detector material to be stopped. This means 

tha t most of the thickness requirements were from transfer reactions and all of the 

simulations done therefore were done for transfer reactions.
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To expedite the process of simulating a variety of sample reactions for each 

configuration considered during the design process, the Geom etry and  Tracking 

(GEANT4) physics simulation program was used with a front-end program called 

Monarch developed by Luke Erikson [12], another graduate student in the CSM nu

clear group. This allowed us to iteratively close in on the best detector setup while 

getting a feel for what the real world capabilities of SHARC would be.

Monarch is a front-end scripting program that takes the experiment conditions 

it is given, and then, using GEANT4, it works through each step of the reaction 

simulation. First it uses GEANT4 to simulate the incident beam ’s energy loss, scat

tering, and reaction distribution within the specified target. Cross sections for the 

desired reaction and other potential reaction branches are not calculated, and instead 

the program just uses the reaction kinematics when generating products. The goal 

of these simulations was to test the detector’s performance when measuring reaction 

products. Thus, as long as the products are generated with kinematically allowed 

energies and trajectories the method to produce the product particles doesn’t affect 

the simulation results.

After this, the tables of reaction products are generated using the reaction lo

cation distribution within the target from the previous step and whichever angular 

distribution is desired. Next Monarch gives GEANT4 the reaction product tables 

and the chosen detector layout, so GEANT4 can calculate the products’ interactions 

as they leave the target and potentially hit the silicon detectors. Finally it generates 

the detected signals for events tha t deposited energy in the silicon detectors using the 

trajectory and energy deposition data GEANT4 generated. To simplify the simula

tions, instead of fully simulating the amplification and data acquisition systems th a t 

process the signals from the detectors, Monarch simply adds an estimate of the effect
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of electronic noise to the final simulation data.

Though it is not directly related to the detector array, one of the first things 

checked with simulations was the energy resolution vs. target thickness. The thicker 

the target, the more energy is lost within it by reaction products. Since this energy 

loss isn’t the same for all particles ejected at a given laboratory angle, reconstructing 

a reaction’s excitation levels becomes less precise the thicker the target and hence 

the wider the energy loss spread. This means that, for the best energy resolution 

possible, it is good to use the thinnest target possible without reducing the reaction 

rate too much. To investigate the effect of a relatively thick target, most of the simu

lations used a 500 mg/cm 2 thick target with occasional comparisons with simulations 

with a 100 mg/cm 2 target. Figure 4.7 shows the energy deposited in a 500 mg/cm 2 

thick deuterated plastic target vs. laboratory angle for protons from a simulation of 

56Fe(d,p) at 4.5 MeV/ nucleon.

To determine the best thickness for each panel, several transfer reactions were 

simulated. Figure 4.11 shows the simulated measured energy vs. lab angle for 

56Fe(d,<p,d,û! >) at 4.5 MeV/nucleon. The main curve for each particle type fol

lows the actual particle energy vs. lab angle, but for some particles, especially some 

of the forward angle protons, only a fraction of the particle’s energy is deposited in 

the detector. Most of these particles have punched through the detector. They have 

enough energy tha t they travel all the way through the detector and carry away some 

of their kinetic energy with them. To minimize the number of particles tha t punch 

through the forward panels, the forward E panels needed to be as thick as possible. 

Micron Semiconductor, who is making the panels, can not make that size silicon wafer 

thicker than 1.5 mm, so the forward E panels are 1.5 mm thick.

Because the backward panels and the far backward CD detector only encounter
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relatively low energy particles, they do not need to be as thick. After simulating dif

ferent thicknesses for the rear panels for several transfer reactions, it was determined 

tha t 1 mm thick panels and rear CD were thick enough to measure the protons hitting 

them without risking punch-through issues. The 1 mm thickness for the rear panels 

was picked for added flexibility in case SHARC is used for other types of reactions not 

covered by this initial study. This allowed us to save some money on the rear panels 

because the 1 mm thick panels are significantly cheaper than the 1.5 mm panels.

In order to identify particles with silicon detectors, a A E  — E  telescope is needed. 

To identify particles with a A E —E  telescope the energy deposited in the A E  is plotted 

against the total energy deposited by the particle. As explained by Equation 3.1 the 

energy deposited in the A E  is proportional to dE/dx, which in turn depends on the 

mass and charge of the particle for a given particle energy. This means that each 

element and its isotopes have their own distinct locus on a A E  — E  plot and particles 

can be identified by which locus they occupy.
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Determining the optimum thickness for the forward AE1 panels was a balancing 

act between maximizing the total thickness of the forward A E  — E  telescope and 

hence reducing punch-through, minimizing the number of particles stopped in the 

A E  to have good particle identification, and making sure that the A E  is thick enough 

tha t enough energy is deposited in it that the electric signal to noise ratio remains 

good. Figure 4.12 shows the energy deposited in the A E  vs angle for the same 

56Fe(d,<p,d,<a >) simulation with a 140 fim thick AE. The light blue, red, and gray 

data points on the plot are particles tha t stopped in the A E  and thus do not have 

the A E  — E  information required to identify them. Though some of the deuterons 

and many of the a  particles stopped in the AE, almost none of the protons did. In 

the end a thickness of 140 iim was decided on because it was a good balance between 

particle identification and reduced punch-through.

Another one of the important things checked during simulations was that there 

was enough energy resolution that the loci for different particle types can be distin

guished with no overlap. Figure 4.13 shows the simulated A E —E  for 56Fe(d,<p,d,o; >).
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Figure 4.12: Simulated A E  — 0 for 56Fe(d,<p,d,o: >) at 4.5 MeV/nucleon
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Figure 4.13: Simulated A E  — E  for 56Fe(d,<p,d,o: >) at 4.5 MeV/nucleon

Accurately measuring the angular distribution of a reaction is another feature 

required from SHARC, so naturally simulations were done to specifically check for 

accurate reconstruction of angular distributions. The dEl/do was calculated for 

25Na(d,p)26Na’s j =  3+ ground state and its j =  1+ 1.513 MeV and j =  4+ 1.661 MeV 

excited states by William Catford [13]. These were included in Monarch to generate 

simulated data with the same angular distribution as the cross section calculation 

predicts. Then by dividing the number of detected particles in a pixel by the solid 

angle covered by the pixel, a reconstruction of the angular distribution is created. As 

seen in Figure 4.14, the angular distribution is indeed reproduced very well by the 

simulated data. This is due to the good energy and angular resolution of the array.

4.5 S u p p o r t S tru c tu re  an d  M echan ica l D esign

Once the detector layout, segmentation, thickness, and design were determined, 

the last major challenge of designing SHARC was to deal with the practicalities of the 

detector cables, supports, and chamber. In addition to the performance requirements 

of the detector array, the support structure and the rest of the parts of the array’s
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Figure 4.14: Reconstructed cross section vs. original for a 25Na(d,p) simulation at
4.5 MeV/nucleon

chamber had their own set of requirements. SHARC has 752 channels including 

ground, power, and other non-instrumented channels, and all of these channels need 

a short route out of the chamber and to the preamplifiers. The portion of the support 

structure and chamber which are in between the target and TIGRESS’s germanium 

detectors needed to be as light as possible to minimize the attenuation or scattering of 

7 -rays TIGRESS measures. The support structure had to hold the detectors rigidly 

enough tha t there couldn’t be appreciable flex or sag, so that the detectors would not 

move from their planned location. The array’s structure had to have enough room 

and accessibility that everything could be assembled. All the cables and connectors 

needed to be readily accessible so they could be connected and disconnected easily. 

In the event of reconfiguration or repairs, all of the detectors had to be able to be 

removed without having to fully disassemble the array.

Routing all of the cables for the highly-segmented detectors ended up being one 

of the major challenges of the physical design. Each segmented detector panel has 24
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lateral strips and 48 longitudinal strips for a to tal of 72 instrumented channels per 

segmented panel in addition to ground, power, and other non-instrumented channels. 

When the segmented and non-segmented pad style forward thick E detectors are 

tallied up, a total of 592 cables are needed to instrument and power the barrel portion 

of the array. An additional 160 channels are needed for the segmented CD detector 

covering the far backward angles for a total of 752 channels.

The most viable method of getting all the cables out of the chamber without 

interfering too much with opening and closing the TIGRESS array was to bring all 

the cables out of the upstream end of the chamber. This meant it was not possible 

to use the forward lampshade section of TIGRESS when using the SHARC array. 

Though not using the forward lampshade is a fairly steep price to pay to get the 

cables for SHARC out, it was the only solution that would give room for all the 

cables and feedthroughs required to instrument SHARC. An added benefit of this 

is th a t the array’s supports within the chamber can also run from the downstream 

end of the chamber. To provide a place to connect the cables to the detectors, the 

barrel panels for both the forward and backward sections are arranged in a pinwheel 

configuration with the connectors for the cables sticking out of the box. (See Figure 

4.15.) By mirroring the layout of the forward box section relative to the rear section, 

we were able to keep the cables from the two sections from interfering with each others 

as they head upstream to the feedthroughs and electronics.

Routing the array’s cables through the space normally occupied by TIGRESS’s 

forward lampshade is far more viable than several other potential cable routes tha t 

were investigated. One route for the cables tha t was considered and then rejected 

was bringing them through the beam line to either upstream or downstream of the 

TIGRESS array. This was a potentially attractive option because it would guarantee
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Figure 4.15: Drawing of SHARC’s detectors and cable routing within the chamber

that the electronics cables would not interfere with the full TIGRESS array’s germa

nium detectors, including the front lampshade support structure. Unfortunately the 

volume that all the cables would occupy would have severely constricted the beam 

line. This also meant that if the cables were routed this way, radiation damage from 

scattered beam particles would have been a significant concern in the long term op

eration of the detector. In addition trying to route all the cables within the chamber 

so they reached the beam line would have been difficult considering the small amount 

of free space available.

Routing the cables through the triangular openings between TIGRESS’s germa

nium detectors was also considered and then quickly rejected. This route requires 

the disconnection of every cable in the SHARC array any time the TIGRESS array is
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opened. To minimize the signal noise from long cables picking up ambient electronic 

fields, this configuration would force the triangular openings in the TIGRESS array 

(shown from the outside in Figure 4.16 and from the inside in Figures 3.2 and 4.1) 

to be filled with preamplifiers. Filling the openings in TIGRESS’s support structure 

with preamplifiers and cables significantly complicates disconnecting the cables in 

between the array and preamplifiers, and consequently the opening and closing of the 

TIGRESS array. The final complication that proves that this is not a viable option 

is tha t there is not room in and on the array chamber for all the feedthroughs and 

contorted cables.

Figure 4.16: One of the triangular openings in TIGRESS’s inner faces as seen from
outside the array

As mentioned before, each panel of the barrel portion of the array has 24 lateral 

strips and 48 longitudinal strips for 72 instrumented strips in addition to additional 

cables for power, ground, and other wires. A standard ribbon cable with that many 

wires would be wider than could readily fit inside the chamber, so for the segmented 

panels, far more compact printed, semi-flexible kapton cables are used. All of the
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channels for a segmented panel can fit on a kapton cable only 22 mm wide. An 

additional benefit of the kapton printed cables is that they can be printed in such a 

way tha t the length of the connectors is in the same direction as the printed cables. 

This means the cables can go from their connection with the barrel panels directly 

to their feedthroughs on the forward end of the chamber without any turns or bends 

in the cable. The CD detector uses standard ribbon cables which attach to the rear 

of the detector and curve around and go outside the barrel and supports. The non

segmented E detectors in the forward half of the barrel are instrumented using a few 

channels split off from the CD detector’s ribbon cables. This means tha t they don’t 

need separate feedthroughs or cables which simplifies the fabrication and assembly of 

the chamber and array. Figure 4.15 shows the kapton cables used for the segmented 

panels as well as the ribbon cables used for the CD detector and unsegmented E 

detector.

The barrel portion of the array attaches to four beams tha t come from the 

upstream side of the chamber. A square brace links the ends of the four beams 

together for rigidity as well as to providing a mounting point for the CD detector. 

To minimize the mass of the structure without compromising its strength, the beams 

are L shaped instead of solid rods, and both them and the square brace have drilled- 

out holes in them wherever possible to effectively turn each piece into a small space 

frame. Removing material from the center of faces in the three dimensional frame 

provides more strength for the amount of weight involved than simply building the 

frame smaller or with thinner metal. An added benefit of this is tha t the holes provide 

access to the back sides of the PCB and connectors for the barrel detectors. Figure 

4.17 shows the support structure attached to the forward plate.

Not only does the structure need to be strong enough to support the array, but it
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Figure 4.17: Support structure attached to the forward plate

and the chamber tha t houses it need to provide access so the array can be assembled 

and disassembled. Because the array occupies so much of the space in the chamber, 

there isn’t much extra room inside the chamber. Also, because there are detectors 

and cable connections on all sides of the detector, a single access port (or removing 

one side of the chamber) like many detector array’s target chambers use would not 

give the needed access to the detectors that are not directly in front of the port. Both 

vacuum sealing and structural rigidity of the chamber would be complicated issues if 

the majority of the chamber was made into access ports to give the room needed to 

assemble the array inside the chamber. Simple chambers such as Bambino (pictured 

at the center of Figure 3.2), can use a single access port, because they only house a 

single silicon detector.

Because of these issues, the chamber for SHARC is a two piece design. Most of 

the chamber and the upstream connection to the beam line are all one piece, with 

the front face of the chamber turned into a removable plate. The supports, cable 

feedthroughs, and detectors can all be mounted on this forward plate before the plate
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is attached to the rest of the chamber and beam line (see Figure 4.18(a)). This gives 

full access to the array during the assembly, which will make the assembly much 

quicker and lower stress. (Trying to reach through narrow openings to hold and 

fasten an expensive detector while your contorted fingers risk dropping a screwdriver 

or wrench through the detector would be a rather stressful and hazardous way to 

assemble the array.) After the array and its cables are all attached to the plate, it all 

can be inserted into the chamber as a unit (Figure 4.18(b)).

Figure 4.18: (a) SHARC array with cables and supports attached to the chamber’s 
forward plate, (b) SHARC being inserted into its chamber

A chamfered edge on both the plate and chamber insures that the array is prop

erly centered when the plate and array are installed in the chamber. Similarly the 

bolts holding the front plate and detector array on the chamber are countersunk with 

conical heads to ensure that the array is properly aligned axially as well. Though 

this two piece design does mean that any mid-experiment adjustments will require 

breaking vacuum and pulling the entire plate and array, this is still a simpler solution 

than trying to assemble everything through access ports.

The chamber itself is as simple as possible given the space constraints. To get
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enough room for the upstream end of the SHARC array within the chamber, there is 

one section of an 11  cm radius sphere tha t meets up with a cylinder tha t makes up the 

rest of the chamber. A flange attaches to the other end of the cylinder and is where 

the front plate bolts to the chamber. Because welding the 1 mm thick aluminum 

sections of the chamber without warping them would be challenging, the sections 

have a small lip on their junction which allows them to simply be brazed together. 

The downstream end of the chamber is also brazed to a thick ring which the forward 

plate and downstream support both bolt to.

To get the signals from the array out through the front plate, a series of com

pact, vacuum-tight feedthroughs were needed. The feedthroughs needed to be fairly 

compact because a lot of cables all need to have room in the front plate for their 

feedthroughs. For the printed kapton cables, slots are machined through the front 

plate and short sections of the same style of printed cable are epoxied into the slot. 

Then connectors are attached to each end of the short cable section to make a very 

small feedthrough. The ribbon cables for the backward angle CD detector will use the 

same sort of feedthrough These have a different kapton feedthrough width because of 

their larger size than the kapton cables.

Instead of a linear target ladder like many experiments without space constraints 

use, SHARC uses a rotating target shaft. There isn’t much room for a target ladder 

to move up and down without running into the TIGRESS array or its supports, so 

only a few different targets could be used on a target ladder in SHARC. The original 

concept for the target was a gear driven target wheel. A circular target holder with 

gear teeth around its circumference, and a drive shaft running from the forward plate 

drove the target holder. Figure 4.19 shows an early drawing of the target wheel.

This early design was replaced by a simpler rotating target holder tha t is mounted
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Figure 4.19: An early drawing of the target wheel

directly to the drive shaft. By using a rotating target holder that bolts to one of the 

L shaped beams, there is enough room for four targets. A precision electric motor is 

fastened to the portion of the drive shaft outside the chamber to provide an easy way 

to rotate between targets during an experiment. Because replacing targets requires 

breaking vacuum and removing the SHARC array from the beam line, it is good 

to have backup targets available in otherwise unused target spots. This way if the 

primary target for an experiment melts or otherwise needs replaced, the experiment 

can continue without delay by simply rotating the target assembly to a backup target.

SHARC needed a few additions to be integrated with the beamline and TI

GRESS. Fitting within TIGRESS’s inner volume has been an important constraint 

throughout the design process, so as Figure 4.20 shows, SHARC fit without compli

cation. To minimize the number of changes that need to be made when switching to 

using the SHARC array, the total length of the chamber is the same as the length of 

the Bambino spherical chamber already in use with TIGRESS.

To provide enough room for the installation and removal of the array from the
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Figure 4.20: Cutaway drawing showing SHARC inside the inner volume of
TIGRESS

chamber without unmounting the chamber from its position in the beamline as well, 

a removable section of the beam line needs to be installed downstream of the array. 

Because of the chamber’s two piece design, it cannot rely solely on the beam line 

to support it while only the chamber and not the front plate is installed. W ithout 

supports on both ends of the chamber, a lot of stress would be put on the thin chamber 

walls where it joins the upstream beamline. This means tha t in addition to the 

support it gets from being attached to the upstream beamline, the downstream side of 

the chamber is supported by a cantilever arm that reaches in from a nearby beamline 

support. The cantilever shown in Figure 4.21(b)uses two horizontal L shaped girders 

running from the beamline support towards the SHARC array. A flat beam runs 

diagonally up from a lower crossbeam of the beamline support to the L shaped girders 

to brace them. Naturally, this cantilever can be removed any time the SHARC array 

isn’t in use. It occupies the space that is usually be used by TIGRESS’s forward
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lampshade which has to be removed to use SHARC anyway. Both the upstream and 

downstream supports for SHARC are shown in Figure 4.21(a).

Figure 4.21: (a) SHARC, the surrounding beamline, and supports, (b) Cantilever 
and the downstream adjustable mount

To allow the SHARC chamber to be aligned with the rest of the beamline after 

installation, its support on the cantilever must be fully adjustable. To do this we used 

a hollow metal box with elongated bolt holes on each side. Inside it rests a smaller 

plastic block with threaded bolt holes on each side. By tightening and loosening each 

of the bolts that go between the two, the block has a full 2D range of movement 

within the hollowed box. The adjustable block is made out of plastic to help keep the 

target chamber electrically isolated from the supports and the rest of the beamline. 

Two vertical threaded holes in the block hold bolts that go between the block and 

the flange on the chamber. By adjusting these bolts, the height and axial pitch of 

the chamber can be controlled.
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4.6 C u rre n t S ta tu s  o f SH A R C

Though SHARC’s detector design, simulation, and support structure design have 

been completed, there is still some work to be done to finish the array’s construction 

and commissioning. The support structure and chamber underwent final design re

view and have been built at the machine shop at Louisiana State University. Most 

of the design described in the previous section were implemented as the final design. 

Note tha t in Figure 4.22 the supports have only a few minor modifications when com

pared with the original design in Figure 4.17. The main design change was switching 

from the original target wheel design to the rotating target holder mounted directly 

to the drive shaft.

Figure 4.22: The assembled support structure, rotating target holder, and forward
plate [14]

The chamber has been built as planned in my design work. The chamber, target, 

and supports (shown in Figure 4.23 with plastic mockup detectors) have already been
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delivered to TRIUMF. Now they await the rest of the components of the SHARC

array.

Figure 4.23: Assembled supports and chamber [14]

The detailed design work on the segmented panel detectors in the barrel has been 

completed by Micron Semiconductor. The silicon segmentation, circuit layout, and 

PCB board have all been finalized. The order was placed in January and delivery was 

estimated for May of 2008. However, at the time of printing, the detectors still had 

not been delivered. After the detectors are delivered they will be tested at TRUIMF.

The first prototypes of the VF48 amplifier cards that handle all of the signals from 

SHARC are still being developed at the University of Montreal. The full production 

and delivery of the amplifiers is expected to happen sometime in the fall of 2008.

Hopefully all of these systems will be up an running by the end of 2008 because 

the first stable beam experiment to use SHARC is tentatively scheduled for early 

2009. It will be 15N(d,p) at 4.5 MeV/nucleon. 16N is an odd-odd nucleus with many
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closely spaced excited states, making it ideal to test p - 7  coincidences using both 

SHARC and TIGRESS. Figure 4.24 shows the energies of excited states of 16N [15]. 

Later on in the year, SHARC’s first RIB experiments are anticipated.
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CHAPTER 5

TWO-PROTON EMISSION BACKGROUND PHYSICS

In addition to discussing the simulation and design of SHARC, this thesis also 

covers preparations for two planned (3He,t) transfer reaction experiments, and the 

detector system needed to measure the results of these experiments. This system is 

designed to look at the potential two-proton emission of 17Ne and 20Mg. Both of these 

nuclei are very proton rich and with only a little excitation above the ground state can 

become proton unbound. Previous work looking at excited 17Ne indicates tha t it may 

be a two-proton halo nuclei with the clear possibility that the two emitted protons 

could be emitted simultaneously from the halo. The goal of these two experiments 

was to do an in depth study of 17Ne’s simultaneous and then do a similar investigation 

of 20Mg’s structure and potential proton emission. Figure 5.1 shows 17Ne’s and 20Mg’s 

locations on a table of nuclides [16].

5.1 17Ne and 20Mg proton unbound states.

17Ne is a very proton rich nuclei near the edge of proton unbound nuclei. A 

proton unbound nuclei is one whose energy state is higher than if the nuclei ejected a 

proton leaving a nuclear core with one fewer protons. In fact, 17Ne is so close to being 

proton unbound tha t it only needs to be excited 1.484 MeV [17] before it becomes 

energetic enough that it reaches its one proton separation energy. Similarly, 20Mg is 

another very proton rich nuclei near the edge of proton unbound nuclei, tha t has a 

one proton separation energy of 2.647 MeV [17]. As can be seen from the binding
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Figure 5.1: The Table of Nuclides around 17Ne and 20Mg [16]

energies of these two nuclei and their neighboring nuclei, it is energetically possible 

for some excited states of 17Ne and20Mg to emit either one of two protons. Figures 

5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show that both simultaneous and sequential two-proton emission 

are energetically possible.

If the excited 17Ne emits a single proton, 16F which is also proton unbound is 

produced. This means tha t the 16F would decay by emitting a second proton. The 

end result of this particular reaction cascade would be an excited state 17Ne nucleus 

breaking up into two protons and a 150  core. Single proton emission from 20Mg 

produces 19Na. Like 16F, 19Na is proton unbound and decays by emitting another 

proton. Thus it is possible for excited 20Mg to start a decay chain producing 2 

protons and a 18Ne ion tha t is very similar to tha t of excited 17Ne. Of course it is
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Figure 5.2: The energy levels and possible decay schemes for two-proton emission
from excited (a) 17Ne and (b) 20Mg

possible for the 17Ne to follow other reaction branches such as /3+ decay to 17F or 

7 -ray emission down to the ground state of 17Ne. However, these decay branches’ half 

lives are expected to be far longer than tha t of proton emission, and thus they are 

expected to be far rarer than proton emission.

In addition to starting decay chains tha t result in the sequential emission of 

two protons, it is also energetically possible for excited states of 17Ne and20Mg to 

emit both protons simultaneously and decay directly to 150  and 18Ne respectively. 

Though direct two-proton emission from excited 20Mg has not been observed, direct 

two-proton emission from excited 17Ne has been observed and studied.

We are especially interested in the two protons emitted from 17Ne decay because 

of recent work at the LISES facility of G ANIL which looked at the angular distribution 

of the two protons emitted from excited 17Ne [18]. When looking at the distribution 

of angles between the two protons emitted by 17Ne decay, they found evidence that 

about half of the two protons may be emitted together as a 2He cluster instead of 

in sequentially like one would expect. Protons that are emitted together as a cluster 

would tend to head in similar angles which shows up as a peak in their relative angular
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distribution.

On the other hand sequential emission of the protons in two steps produces a 

more isotropic relative angular distribution. The best fit for the measured distri

bution shown in Figure 5.3(a) was a combination of the peak expected for protons 

emitted together as a cluster and the broader isotropic distribution of sequential pro

ton emission. Unfortunately the energy levels of the 17Ne excited states tha t emit 

the protons were not determined, so it is not known if the mixture of proton emis

sion mechanisms is from multiple excited states with different decay paths, or from 

multiple decay paths per excited state.

The evidence tha t protons are being emitted from 17Ne’s nucleus in a cluster sug

gests th a t the protons are clustered together in the nucleus before emission. Because 

of their electrical charge, it was not expected tha t the protons would cluster like that. 

Subsequent research indicates tha t 17Ne is quite likely a two-proton halo nuclei [19] 

[20] with the emitted protons coming from its halo. In Figure 5.3(b) K. Tanaka et 

al. show the density distribution of 17Ne’s nucleus and its halo-like extended radius. 

This means tha t 17Ne’s internal structure is expected to more closely resemble lsO +  

p +  p than 16F +  p.

The goal of our work was to look in depth at the angular distribution of the two 

emitted protons in 17Ne while simultaneously measuring the excitation energy of the 

initial excited state. This would allow us to get a better understanding of the emission 

process and hopefully give an improved understanding of the internal structure of 

some of the nucleus of 17Ne’s proton unbound excited states. If some of 17Ne’s excited 

states predominantly emit protons in a 2He cluster and others predominantly emit 

protons sequentially, it would suggest tha t the internal structure varies for different 

excited states. It would be especially interesting to investigate if any of the excited
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Figure 5.3: (a) The relative angular distribution of the two protons emitted when 
excited 17Ne breaks up [18], (b) The density distribution of 17Ne’s nucleus [19]

states has a halo-like configuration with strongly correlated protons. Even if no 

new phenomena are observed during a 17Ne experiment, it still should provide vital 

independent confirmation of previous studies.

To produce a very proton rich nuclei such as 17Ne, a transfer reaction can add 

a proton to or exchange a proton with a fairly proton rich but still readily available 

beam. A proton can be exchanged for a neutron with transfer reactions such as 

(p,n), (3He,t), etc. In this case, we are concentrating on the use of a charged-particle 

ejectile as a way to tag the reaction, and (3He,t) is the simplest of those. Tritons are 

charged particles which can readily and accurately be detected with simple silicon 

panels. ORNL has developed the ability to produce beams of 17F with a beam rate 

of 6 x IC^s-1 [1], so the ready availability of the necessary RIB is another benefit of 

using 17F(3He,t) to produce the 17Ne.

Yet another benefit of using the (3He,t) reaction is that tritons are relatively 

rare in the background of other reactions, so there should be few tritons detected
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in an experiment which are not produced by the (3He,t) transfer reaction. This 

is very important because during a test run in hopes of running 170 ( 3He,p)19F at 

ORNL with a gas cell, a prohibitive number of protons from fusion evaporation off 

the nickel foils completely obscured any protons from (3He,p) reactions [5]. Figure 

5.4 shows tha t a large number of protons were created by fusion evaporation, but 

far fewer tritons were. The detectors for this test run covered the backwards angles 

in the laboratory frame, but the kinematics of 17F(3He,t) require detectors for tha t 

experiment cover the forward angles. This means that the 170 ( 3He,p)19F test run is 

not an direct precursor to the 17F(3He,t) experiment, but it is still useful to consider. 

If tritons are emitted isotropically in the laboratory frame, then, unlike with protons, 

one would expect a fairly low contribution of fusion-evaporation tritons. Looking for 

the triple coincidence of a triton and two protons should minimize the potential for 

fusion evaporation tritons to obscure relevant reaction events.

Like 17Ne, 20Mg is another very proton rich nuclei at the proton dripline. It can 

be produced by a 20Na(3He,t) charge exchange transfer reaction. There are enough

helium

tr i tons
d e u t e r o n s v
p r o t o n s / J É

Figure 5.4: A E  — F7 for a test run of 170 ( 3He,p)19F [5]
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similarities between 17Ne and 20Mg and the experimental methods to produce them, 

tha t all of the same equipment to look at 17Ne can be used to investigate if excited 

20Mg emits two protons in coincidence or sequentially.

TRIUMF has an available beam intensity for 20Na of more than 108 s- 1  [21], 

so it should be possible to get sufficient statistics to study 20Mg via 20Na(3He,t). It 

would be nice to run this experiment at around 1 0  MeV/nucleon to help overcome 

the transfer reaction’s highly negative Q value. However, the maximum energy cur

rently available at IS AC II facility is 6 .8  MeV/nucleon. This is energetic enough that 

the experiment could proceed, even though the desired 10 MeV/nucleon will not be 

available for some time. The planned installation of high-bet a cavities in the ISAC 

II beamline will eventually raise ISAC ITs energy capabilities high enough to reach 

10 MeV/nucleon.

20Mg has not been studied experimentally nearly as much as 17Ne has been. 

However, an experiment was done at the Coupled Cyclotron Facility of the National 

Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory which determined tha t the energy level of the 

2+ first excited state of 20Mg is 1598(10) keV [22]. If the 20Na(3He,t) reaction was 

ran at the center of part of the TIGRESS 7 -ray detector array, a detailed study of 

20Mg’s bound excited state(s) seeking to confirm that study’s results can be done via 

t - 7  coincidences as part of the two-proton emission experiment.

5.2 Kinematics Calculations

In order to determine the detector requirements for looking at the two-proton 

emission of 17Ne with 17F(3He,t) and 20Mg with 20Na(3He,t), the kinematics of this 

multi-stage reaction had to be calculated. It is expected that the two protons will 

either be emitted sequentially or simultaneously as a 2He cluster, so the kinemat
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ics calculations did not consider other reaction channels. As mentioned before, the 

selectivity of only looking at triple coincidences between two protons and a triton 

will drastically reduce the potential for contamination from other reaction channels. 

Figure 5.5(a) shows the sequential proton emission chain and Figure 5.5(b) shows the 

simultaneous proton emission mode for 17Ne. The modes for 20Mg are very similar 

with only the identities of the beam-like nuclei changing.

triton triton

Ne"rNe*

Proton protonproton

Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic of the sequential two-proton emission mode 17Ne breakup, 
(b) Schematic of the simultaneous two-proton emission mode 17Ne breakup

Because the (3He,t) reaction and subsequent proton emission have four product 

particles in total, most of the reaction products have a range of energy vs. angle 

curves instead of the single curve like in a simple single-stage two body reaction. 

Thus the easiest way to look at the reaction kinematics is with a simple simulation 

spanning the range of possible product energies and trajectories. Appendix A shows 

the full script used to calculate the kinematics for the sequential proton emission 

mode for 20Mg. The calculations of the 2He cluster emission mode of 20Mg is show 

in Appendix B. The investigation of 17Ne used identical code with only the particle 

masses, reaction Q values, and beam energy changing.

The kinematic calculations for both proton emission modes begin with the simple 

two-body transfer reaction (3He,t) with a beam of either 11  MeV/nucleon 17F or 6 .8
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MeV/nucleon 20Na depending on which reaction is being looked at. A random 0 ^  

and ÿcm are chosen for the triton and then through conservation of momentum and 

energy the heavier 17Ne or 20Mg’s trajectory is known as well. An excitation energy 

for the 17Ne or 20Mg is also picked at this time.

For the sequential proton emission calculations, once the 17Ne or 20Mg nuclei’s 

trajectory is known, the emission of the first proton is calculated in tha t trajectory’s 

center of mass reference frame. Like with the triton, a random 6an and (pcm are chosen 

for the first proton, and then the 16F or 19Na trajectory is calculated. Usually the 

sequential emission calculations assumed the 16 F or 19 Na was formed in its ground 

state, but intermediate excited states were looked at as well. After the 16F or 19Na 

nuclei’s trajectory is known, the emission of the second proton is calculated in that 

trajectory’s center of mass reference frame. A random dcm and (f)cm are chosen for 

the second proton, and then the 150  or 18Ne final product’s trajectory is calculated. 

Then the simulation collects the energy and angle information for each particle in 

the laboratory reference frame. Note that because the ÿcm for each step is different 

and in a different center of mass reference frame, the reaction product trajectories 

are not confined to a single plane. Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show the results for one 

simulation of the sequential proton emission from 17Ne with a 3 MeV excitation and 

20Mg with a 4 MeV excitation respectively.

Because previous research indicates tha t about half of the time the two protons 

may be emitted together in a 2He cluster, the calculations of the simultaneous emission 

of two protons assumes tha t the protons leave the nuclear core as a cluster which then 

splits shortly afterwards. Of course the di-proton is not bound, so in reality the two 

protons cannot share energy in their center of mass reference frame. However, a useful 

way to calculate the two proton emission is to pretend that they are bound for a very
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• Figure 5.6: Kinematic calculation of Energy vs Angle for reaction products from
sequential proton emission from (a) 17F(3He,t) and (b) 20Na(3He,t)

short time. To approximate the shape of the simultaneous emission component of the 

#p_p distribution shown in Figure 5.3(a), the randomly chosen amount of energy the 

proton cluster breaks up with is given a thermal-distribution-like weighting P(E)

P(E) =  Ce"* (5.1)

with a normalization constant C. The exponent’s scaling factor k was arbitrarily 

chosen to be the effective Q value of the two-proton emission from the excited 17Ne 

or 20Mg. This distribution roughly fit the distribution of the simulated 6P_P to the 

measured one. The distribution of Qp- p from a kinematics calculation of the simulta-
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neous two proton emission from 17Ne with a 4 MeV excitation shown in Figure 5.7 

roughly follows the measured distribution shown in Figure 5.3(a).
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of 6P̂ P from a kinematics calculation of the simultaneous 
two proton emission from 17Ne with a 4 MeV excitation

Once the energy the proton cluster breaks up with is chosen, the center of mass 

energies of the proton cluster and beam-like 150  or 18Ne are determined. Immediately 

after ejection from the nuclei, the simulated proton cluster breaks up into two protons 

heading opposite direction in the reference frame of the proton cluster with a random 

9crn and cf)crn. The direction of the two-proton emission is assumed to be random 

in the 17Ne or 20Mg’s reference frame, so the trajectories of both protons and the 

150  or 18Ne are calculated in that frame and then given a random three dimensional 

rotation. Finally the simulation reports the energy and angle of each reaction product 

in the laboratory reference frame. Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) show the results for one 

simulation of the simultaneous proton emission from 17Ne with a 3 MeV excitation 

and 20Mg with a 4 MeV excitation respectively.

The energy and angular range of the products varies with the excitation energy 

of the 17Ne and 20Mg during the initial transfer reaction. If the excitation energy is
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Figure 5.8: Kinematic calculation of Energy vs Angle for reaction products from
simultaneous proton emission from (a) 17F(3He,t) and (b) 20Na(3He,t)

low, the protons tend to be low in energy and confined to lower 9iab angles. On the 

other hand, as the excitation energy is increased, the protons can have higher energy 

and reach higher 9iab angles. Though 17F(3He,t) and 20Na(3He,t) can technically have 

larger excitation energies, we guessed that the two reactions’ largely negative Q values 

mean that excitations higher than 7 MeV weren’t very likely for either reaction. Thus 

the detector design was focused on measuring the reaction products from excitations 

below 7 MeV. Typical energy and angle ranges are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Typical energy and angle ranges for 17Ne reaction products
Energy Minimum Energy Maximum 0iab Maximum

150 85 MeV 155 MeV 8° - 9°
protons 2 - 3 MeV 17 - 25 MeV 20° - 55°
tritons 3 - 7 MeV 53 - 63 MeV 28°- 35°

Table 5.2: Typical energy and angle ranges for 20Mg reaction products
Energy Minimum Energy Maximum 6iab Maximum

15o 75 MeV 110 MeV 5° - 6°
protons 1 - 3 MeV 10 - 17 MeV 17° - 45°
tritons 4 - 7 MeV 30 - 35 MeV 20°- 30°
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CHAPTER 6

PREPARATION FOR EXPERIMENT

W ith the background physics and anticipated reaction kinematics investigated, 

the practicalities of actually doing the 17F(3He,t) and 20Na(3He,t) reactions need to 

be addressed. The detectors and detector configuration best suited for measuring the 

reaction products were determined based on the kinematics calculations. A gas cell 

target was designed and built to hold the gaseous 3He.

6.1 Detector Requirements and Design

To measure the distribution of the relative angle in between the two emitted 

protons in the proton emission’s center of mass angle, the energy and trajectory of 

both protons and the pre-breakup 17Ne or 20Mg need to be measured. Obviously the 

pre-breakup 17Ne or 20Mg can not be directly measured, but as discussed in Section 

2.3 measuring the triton from the (3He,t) transfer reaction gives the 17Ne or 20Mg’s 

energy and trajectory. Thus as a minimum the detectors have to be able to measure 

and identify two protons and a triton in triple coincidence. Measuring the 150  or 18Ne 

beam-like products can also be potentially useful for tagging reactions of interest, but 

it is not expected to be a requirement for the experiment to occur.

Like with the light charged-particle detection of SHARC, measuring the light 

charged-particle s for both the 17Ne and 20Mg experiments is accomplished with silicon 

detectors. The majority of the protons and tritons in the kinematics calculations are 

in between 0° and 45°, so the silicon needed to cover as much of that range as possible.
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Despite the different reactions, the range of energies and angles of the protons and 

tritons for both experiments are similar enough tha t the same detector setup can be 

used for both experiments. Figure 6.1 shows th a t a Micron Semiconductor QQQ2 

detector placed 50 mm away from the target covers from 10.2° to 39.4°. The hole in 

the center of a QQQ series detector provides a path for the beam ions which pass 

through the target without reacting and for the 150  or 18Ne beam-like products to 

reach a detector covering the central angles.

7,b*

/

Figure 6.1: Detector layout for the (3He,t) experiments

To determine how thick the silicon detectors needed to be, the stopping distances 

of protons and tritons were calculated using the SRIM program [10]. As mentioned 

before, Micron’s QQQ series of CD detectors can only be made up to 1 mm thick, so 

to stop the energetic protons and tritons multiple CD detectors were needed. Two
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1 mm thick detectors provide enough thickness to stop tritons with up to 30 MeV 

and protons with up to 18 MeV. This is thick enough to stop 89% of the tritons 

and 98.6% of the protons according to the kinematic calculations. Another 1 mm 

thick CD could be purchased and used, but the maximum energies with three 1 mm 

thick CD detectors only increases slightly to 23 MeV for protons and 35 MeV for 

tritons. This would only minimally increase the detector array’s overall efficiency 

while significantly increasing the array’s cost. An 80 fim thick A E  detector is placed 

in front of the two thick CDs to provide A E  — E  particle identification for the lower 

energy light particles that stop in the first 1 mm thick CD.

The thin A E  detector is a segmented QQQ2 detector so tha t it can measure 

the position information of particles. To keep the energy signals for the two protons 

and the triton all separate, more than just the thin A E  need to be segmented. The 

kinematic calculations for 3 and 4 MeV excitations of 17Ne and 20Mg show that for 

roughly 54% of the coincidence measurements of sequential proton emission products 

and 79% of the coincidence measurements of simultaneous proton emission products, 

more than one of the light particles are detected by the same quadrant of the CD 

stack. Fortunately because many of the lower energy protons and tritons stop in 

the first 1 mm thick CD, only a few of the coincidence measurements have multiple 

charged particles reaching the same quadrant of the second 1 mm thick CD. Thus as 

a compromise between the expense of instrumenting lots of channels and the slight 

drop in effective efficiency, the second 1 mm thick detector is an unsegmented QQQ1 

pad.

To provide extra reaction channel identification, it is valuable to measure the 

15O or 18Ne beam-like reaction products. An efficient and effective way to measure 

them is with an ion chamber. An ion chamber is a gas filled chamber with a voltage
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applied across it. When a charged particle travels through the gas, it ionizes some 

of the gas atoms in its path. These ionized atoms then travel through the electric 

field and produce an electric signal when they hit a charge collection plate. If the 

charge collection plate is divided into segments, it is even possible to have A E  — E  

style particle identification and some basic position resolution within the ion chamber. 

Having the particle identification and position resolution of a segmented ion chamber 

for this experiment would allow useful data to be extracted from events where one of 

the protons or the triton is not detected. To keep the ion chamber from getting an 

excessive number of signals from non-reacting beam ions, a metal disk covers from 

0° to 2° and blocks the beam from entering the ion chamber. The lateral kick of 

emitting the two protons and the triton means tha t most of the beam-like particles 

from these reactions are deflected more than 2 ° away from the beam ’s direction, and 

hence these particles can still reach the ion chamber.

If precise identification of the 150  or 18Ne proves problematic with the ion cham

ber, a high resolution mass spectrometer can be used downstream of the experiment 

to precisely measure and identify them. At TRIUMF the EMMA detector would be 

an option, and ORNL has the Daresbury Recoil Separator.

Though full simulations in GEANT4 were not done for this detector setup, an 

approximation of the detector’s efficiency and reconstruction accuracy was estimated 

by looking at the kinematics calculations and the energy range the detectors are 

expected to  be able to measure. This was done by only plotting events where all four 

products are within the angular coverage of the detectors and have an energy in the 

range tha t the detector can measure. These detection energy ranges for the protons 

and tritons were estimated from stopping range calculations from SRIM [10]. The 

calculated efficiency for measuring all four reaction products in quadruple coincidence
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ranges from 19% to 31% depending on the excitation energy and proton emission 

method. Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) show the estimate of measured energy vs. angle 

for the simultaneous 2He cluster proton emission from 17Ne with a 3 MeV excitation 

and 20Mg with a 4 MeV excitation respectively.

protons

protons

Figure 6.2: Calculation of the measured Energy vs Angle for simultaneous proton 
emission products for (a) 17F(3He,t) and (b) 20Na(3He,t)

6 . 2  R easo n  for a  C ryogenic  G as Cell

Obviously one of the main drawbacks to producing 17Ne with a 17F(3He,t) reac

tion is that 3He isn’t a commonly used target and both 17F ’s 64.49 second half life 

and 20Na’s 447.9 ms half life [23] are far too short lived for them to be used as targets.
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3He is a gas at all but the very coldest temperatures or most extreme pressures, so 

the reaction has to use a gaseous target. One existing way of doing reactions th a t 

require a gaseous target is with differential pumping and a pressure chamber. W ith 

these targets, pressurized gas is continually flowing into the center chamber, and a 

series of pumps upstream and downstream of the target pump away all the gas th a t 

escapes through the beam line from the center chamber.

The disadvantage of this is tha t the gas is continually being used up and a multi 

week experiment uses a fair amount of gas. W ith gases tha t are readily available such 

as naturally occurring hydrogen or helium, continually flowing gas into the chamber 

isn’t prohibitively expensive. However, the isotopic separation procedure means th a t 

pure 3He is vastly more expensive. Another major disadvantage of using a windowless 

gas cell for these (3He,t) experiments is that it is a thick target. The angular resolution 

of a detector array depends not only on its position resolution, but also on how well 

known the location of the reaction within the target gas is. Thus with a several 

centimeter thick windowless gas cell there would not be enough angular resolution to 

accurately reconstruct the reaction.

To do the 17F(3He,t) experiment on a reasonable experiment budget, the target 

needs to retain the 3He in it. An enclosed gas cell can be used as a thin and simple 

way to retain the 3He used in the target. Thin metallic foils on each side of the 

cell confine the 3He, but are thin enough tha t the energetic beam and the reaction 

products can pass through them. If the foil windows are very thin, the pressure of the 

gas needs to be kept relatively low to prevent burst foils. The need for low pressures 

in the gas cell limits how much 3He can be in the target and thus limits the reaction 

rate. To significantly increase the density of the 3He without breaking the metal foils, 

the gas cell is cryogenically cooled with liquid nitrogen.
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6.3 Design and Testing of the Gas Cell

The gas cell needed to meet several design requirements. Several of the simpler 

requirements were easily met while others involved balancing conflicting goals. To 

retain the helium within the gas cell, the chamber and foil windows needed to be leak 

free. A surprising number of the thin metal foils that were purchased had small holes 

in them tha t were visible under a microscope. Thus all of the foil windows tha t are 

used with the gas cell needed to be checked for leaks with both a microscope and a 

helium leak detector. Similarly the epoxy tha t holds the foils to the faces of the gas 

cell needed to be vacuum tight and not crack when cooled cryogenically. Selection of 

an epoxy tha t can hold the gas cell windows at cryogenic temperatures was done by 

Kelly Chipps, a fellow CSM graduate student [5].

As with any design, the gas cell’s design involved balancing conflicting require

ments. To aid the angular resolution of the detectors, the gas cell needs to be relatively 

thin. Conversely, it still need to have as many 3He atoms inside it as possible to max

imize the reaction rate and hence improve the statistics of the measured data. To 

do this without lengthening the gas cell, the pressure of the 3He will be set as high 

as the foil windows enclosing the gas can withstand. Cryogenically cooling the gas 

cell with liquid nitrogen drastically increases the density of the gas without signifi

cantly increasing the strain on the foil windows. Because light particles from fusion 

evaporation is an anticipated concern, the amount of fusion evaporation from beam 

ions reacting with the foils must be minimized. To minimize the amount of fusion 

evaporation the foils contribute, the foils should be as thin and light as possible.

The design of the cryogenic gas cell is a slightly modified version of one used at 

Argonne National Laboratory [24]. The gas cell consists of a small donut shaped ring 

of metal connected by a rod to a dewar of liquid nitrogen. Foil windows attached to
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plates bolt to both sides of the ring and contain the gas within the center of the gas 

cell. The body of the gas cell and the rod connecting it to the liquid nitrogen dewar 

are both made out of very thermally conductive brass to minimize the tem perature 

difference between the dewar and the 3He in the gas cell. The plates tha t the foil 

windows attach to are made out of stainless steel for strength. To create a tight seal 

between the steel plates and the brass body, a loop of very malleable indium wire is 

crushed in the gap between a ridge on the gas cell’s body and a matching grove in 

the plate.

Argonne’s gas cell uses a fairly complex electronically controlled system to main

tain the pressure of the 3He. The electronic control of the 3He pressure is only needed 

if the tem perature of the gas cell is allowed to fluctuate significantly or the gas cell 

has significant leaks, so a far simpler system was built for CSM’s gas cell. Simply 

setting the pressure within the gas cell after it has fully cooled down by adding gas 

from a compressed tank of helium to the chamber and then closing off the gas cell is 

expected to maintain the pressure of the gas inside the cell with only small fluctua

tions during tests of the gas cell. By measuring the gas’s pressure and temperature, 

the effect of target density fluctuations can be accounted for.

Other than the simplified gas handling system, very few changes were needed 

to adapt Argonne’s gas cell design to the (3He,t) experiments. The range of angular 

coverage of the CD stack is from 10.2° to 39.4°. Consequently, to prevent any chance 

of products scattering off the body of the gas cell and then being measured, the 40° 

wide opening of the downstream flange was widened to 75°. To reduce the to tal strain 

the 3He exerts on the foil windows, the diameter of the windows was reduced slightly 

to 8  mm. Figure 6.3(a) shows a picture of the gas cell and associated equipment, and 

Figure 6.3(b) is a section view of the gas cell itself.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Design of the gas cell and its cryogenic cooling system, (b) Section
view of the gas cell

Protons from fusion evaporation completely obscured all transfer reaction events 

in the 170 ( 3He,p) test run at ORNL, so fusion evaporation was a major concerns while 

selecting the foil material for these experiments. The test run at ORNL used 1 0 / i m  

thick nickel foils, so to minimize the amount of fusion evaporation and Rutherford 

scattering off of the metal foils, very thin (just 3 /im thick) titanium foils are used for 

these experiments. Titanium ’s very good strength to weight ratio means tha t it can 

withstand more pressure than steel or nickel foils of the same thickness while being 

less dense (and hence fewer atoms in the target to scatter off of) than either of those 

metals.

To predict how much of the beam is scattered by the foil windows of the gas 

cell, estimates were calculated with the Rutherford Equation [25] (Equation 6.1), 

the target density, and the incident beam intensity. By integrating the Rutherford 

Equation over the solid angle of the CD detector stack and multiplying it by the 

beam intensity and the target’s particle density, the scattering rate was calculated.
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W ith these foils, the scattered beam will hit the detector at an estimated rate of just

397.4 s- 1  for 17F and 1122.3 s - 1  for 20Na at a beam intensity of 6  x 106 s -1 . For 17F,

this is an average of 11.7 s_1 per radial wedge and 17.5 s- 1  per annular ring. Thus 

Rutherford scattering is not expected to be a major concern in this experiment when 

using these very thin foils.

6.4 Future Work

Though a lot of time and effort has gone into preparing to run the two-proton 

emission experiments, a significant amount of work remains. It is unlikely tha t an 

experiment will be conducted to measure 20Mg’s proton emission until the detection 

method has proved itself by measuring the two-proton breakup of 17Ne.

Micron Semiconductor has already delivered the one of the QQQ2  detectors (four 

thick segmented E panels) and the one QQQ1 detector (four thick unsegmented E 

panels). The remaining QQQ detector (four thin AE panels) should be delivered to 

CSM in the very near future. Once they are all delivered, the QQQ1 and QQQ2  

detectors would need to undergo a round of testing and calibration. Either one of the 

existing ion chambers or potentially the Daresbury Recoil Separator (DRS) would be 

used to measure the beam like 150  ions tha t are measured in coincidence with the 

light particles.

One of the biggest unresolved challenges is figuring out how to instrument the 

detectors. The vast majority of the preamplifier chips ORNL’s physics devision al

ready owns are set up to only be able to process signals from the front face of silicon

this an average of 4.1 s 1 per radial wedge and 6.2 s 1 per annular ring, and for 20Na

da
I n b e a m

2

(6 .1)
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detectors, so preamplifiers for all of the back side segments on the QQQ2  detectors 

would have to be found or purchased. One potential option would be to only instru

ment the back side of the first QQQ2 detector. This would still give the position 

information of light particles with only a slight increase of the chance that multiple 

light particles enter the same segment of the second detector producing a unusable 

reaction event. If resources are pooled, there might be enough amplifiers and analog 

to digital converters available within ORNL’s physics devision for the experiment.

On the mechanical side of the experiment there are still a few less strenuous 

details that need taken care of. The target vacuum chamber requirements are not 

very demanding, so any of the standardized cross shaped vacuum chambers at ORNL 

could house the experiment. Supports to hold the CD telescope within a chamber 

still need to be built. Similarly, a flange adapting and aligning the cold gas cell to 

ORNL’s vacuum chamber and beam line is still needed.

The pressure and temperature of the 3He within the gas cell must both be 

recorded as part of the experiment’s data acquisition, so that the amount of 3He the 

beam passes through is known for cross section calculation purposes. Thermocouples 

and pressure gauges are both readily available, so they would just need tested for 

accuracy and then integrated into the data acquisition system as a couple DC scaler 

signals.

Preliminary tests of the gas cell have shown that the small dewar of liquid nitro

gen used to cool the gas cell will need additional liquid nitrogen several times during a 

week long experiment. Typically radiation levels during a nuclear physics experiment 

involving RIBs are high enough tha t close proximity to the beam’s target should be 

avoided. In most cases involving similar experiments, stopping beam delivery lowers 

the radiation level enough tha t it is safe to approach the experiment and refill the
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dewar. To minimize the time lost while refilling the liquid nitrogen dewar, it may be 

useful to replace the current dewar with a larger one.

Once all the equipment has been procured and is verified to be working correctly, 

a stable beam test of the gas cell should be done before committing to an extended 

RIB experiment. This test’s focus will be to check for problems with the gas cell and 

other equipment as well as measure fusion evaporation and beam scattering rates. One 

promising candidate isotope for the stable beam test is 160 . Any 160 ( 3He,t) reactions 

tha t occur during the test would produce proton unbound 16F. Any produced 16F 

would be expected to  nearly immediately break up into a proton and lsO. Thus this 

quick stable beam test would offer an offer an opportunity to check if the detector 

array can measure 150 , protons, and tritons in coincidence, just like is planned for 

the 17F(3He,t) experiment.

If there is so much fusion evaporation from the titanium  foils tha t the useful tri

tons are obscured during the stable beam test, the (p,n) reaction should be considered 

as an alternative which will require using neutron detectors. Since far more scattered 

beam and fusion evaporation are expected to be from the titanium  foils than the 3He 

gas, thinning or eliminating them should help. On possible way to reduce the impact 

of the two titanium  foils is to imbed 3He in a very thin film or foil using a low energy 

accelerator. (This film or foil can be much thinner than in the gas cell because it 

doesn’t  need to be strong enough to withstand the pressure exerted on the gas cell 

windows by the helium.)

If all of this goes well, the 17F(3He,t) experiment at ORNL will run first. If th a t 

experiment is successful, proposing and then running the very similar 20Na(3He,t) 

experiment at TRIUMF would be the next logical step.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Despite decades of work, nuclear physics still has many unexplored research areas. 

To keep advancing the knowledge of the nucleus and nuclear reactions, laboratories 

need to continually be expanding their capabilities. Developing new equipment and 

detector systems is a vital part of advancing the capabilities of the laboratories.

This thesis discussed my role in developing, simulating, and designing two de

tector systems designed primarily to study a transfer reactions with radioactive ion 

beams. Though the preparation and construction of SHARC has been and still is a 

collaborative effort, the Colorado School of Mines took charge of much of the array’s 

development. The extensive simulations of the array using Monarch and GEANT4 

were a vital part of ensuring that SHARC is optimized for its role as ancillary detector 

for TIGRESS. My subsequent mechanical design work done in the computer aided 

design program SolidWorks provided a SHARC design that is well integrated with 

TIGRESS and the surrounding beamline. This design has been implemented with 

only minimal modification.

The supports and chamber for SHARC have already been completed, and the 

rest of the components will be ready soon. Once SHARC is commissioned and begins 

operation, it will greatly enhance the usefulness of TIGRESS’s the state of the art 

7 -ray detection. In the future, the combined SHARC and TIGRESS setup could 

become even more powerful by adding a 0 ° detector identifying beam-like particles. 

Though simply installing an ionization chamber would help, eventually using the high
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resolution mass spectrometer EMMA in conjunction with TIGRESS and SHARC 

would be ideal.

This thesis also discussed the initial preparations to study the two-proton emis

sion of 17Ne and 20Mg’s excited states via the 17F(3He,t) and 20Na(3He,t) transfer 

reactions. Previous research has indicated th a t a significant portion of the proton 

emission from 17Ne’s excited states probably is a 2He cluster emitted from a two- 

proton halo. Identifying 17Ne’s proton unbound excited states and measuring their 

proton emission mode will provide a great deal of insight into its internal structure. 

If tha t experiment goes well, it would be interesting to investigate 20Mg which is 

another proton dripline nuclei with the potential to emit two protons simultaneously.

In preparation for these experiments, a cryogenically cooled 3He gas cell has been 

developed and the detectors needed to measure the charged-particle reaction products 

have been selected. Two of the silicon detectors tha t will measure the light charged 

particles in coincidence have already been delivered, with the third one arriving soon. 

A significant amount of work remains to finish the preparation for and running of the 

experiments.
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APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICA SCRIPT FOR TWO-PROTON SEQUENTIAL 

EMISSION KINEMATICS

To calculate the range of kinematically allowed energies and angles of the prod

ucts from 20Na(3He,t), a simple simulation in Mathematica script generated a list of 

random kinematically allowed charged particles. For simplicity, all the kinematic cal

culations in the script disregarded relativistic effects. The script generating products 

for the sequential two-proton emission is as follows:

A .l 20Na(3He,t)

Clear ["Global*"];

Off [General: :spell]

< <  GraphicsGraphics 

< <  GraphicsColors 

< <  Graphics'PlotFieldSD' 

excite =  5MeV; 

excite2 =  OMeV; 

exciteS =  OMeV;

m20Na =  ^ ^ Y ; m 3 H e  =  ™ f ^ e Y ;  mt =  " ^ - g ' - M e V . m 2 0 M g  =  ■■18647.5-Me y .  

Q 1 =  — "10.7412"MeV; MeV =  l ; c =  1;

Ebeam =  180MeV; Nparticles =  5000; output =  0;

Print ["Effective Q of later steps: ", excite—2.6454+0.3207—exciteS, " MeV which is ",
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excite—2.6454—excite2, " MeV above threshold for the first step and ", excite2+0.3207— 

exciteS,

" MeV above for the second"];

E20Nap =
  Ebeamm20Nam3He.

n io n e p  — (ni20Na+m3He)2 ’

rpi   m20Mg(Ebeamm3He+ (m20Na+m3He)( —excite+Q l)).
P  (m20Na+m3He) (m20Mg+mt) ’

  mt(Ebeamm3He+(m20Na+m3He)( —excite+Q l))
n/ZUIVIgp — (m20Na+m3He) (m20Mg+mt) ’

0t = ArcCot [Cot[etp] +  .

vt = a W  (^VËb^VÜ^ÔNK +
* /!+ f  ra+r.1 I \/E b eam Vm20NaVintCsc [0tp| \  ’

V ^ P J+  V Et5(m 20M g+m t) )
Et =  l/2 m tv tA2; 

toOMg =  -A rcC ot [Cot[6 tp] -  

v20Mg =  ( V 2 V E b ^ V i i *  -

* /1 + /  /^ „ + -y/Ebeam \/m 20M g\/ m20N aCsc [ gtpl \  2 ’
I  t ™  v/E20Vlgp(m20Mg+mt) )

E20Mg =  1 /  2m20Mgv20MgA2;

^tlist =  {}; ^tplist =  {}; # l is t  =  {}; Etlist =  {}; ^20Mglist =  {};

02OMglist =  {}; E20Mglist =  {}; E^20Mglist =  {}; E^tlist =  {}; vtlist =  {}; 

vMglist =  {}; vectfieldl =  {}; vectfield2 =  {};

If[E20Nap +  ESHep +  Q 1 — excite < 0, Print["Q value forbidden"] ; A bort[] ;,

Do[

^tp =  tt/9  * (10 — 1 / (Random[Real, {.1,1}])); (*ArcCos[Random[Real, {—1,1}]]; *) 

#  =  Random [Real, {—7r ,7r}];

^20Mg =

AppendTo [^tplist, 0tp];

AppendTo [Etlist, 0t];
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AppendTo [^tlist,

AppendTo [Etlist, Et];

AppendTo [02OMglist, 02OMg] ;

AppendTo [02OMglist, ^ 2 0 Mg] ;

AppendTo [E20Mglist, E 2 0 Mg] ;

AppendTo[E02OMglist, {Abs[^20Mg] * 180/ tt, E20Mg}];

AppendTo[E^tlist, {Abs[0t] * 180/ tt,E t}];

AppendTo [vtlist, {vtSin[0t]Cos[^t], vtSin[0t]Sin[</>t], vtCos[^t]}];

AppendTo [vMglist, {—v20MgSin [02OMg] Cos [</>20Mg], 

v2OMgSin[02OMg]Sin[<^2OMg], v20MgCos [0 20Mg]}] ;

AppendTo [vectfieldl, {{0,0,0}, {vtSin[^t]Cos[<^t], vtSin[^t]Sin[(/)t], vtCos[0t]}}]; 

AppendTo[vectfield2, {{0,0,0}, {v2OMgSin[02OMg]Cos[</>2OMg], 

v2OMgSin[^2OMg]Sin[02OMg], v2OMgCos[02OMg]}}];

If [Chop [ Abs [mt vtSin [ t̂] Cos [<̂>t] — m20Mgv20MgSin [02OMg] Cos [02OMg] ] ] > 0,

P rin t["px not conserved"]];

If [Chop [Abs [mt vtSin [0t] Sin [^t] +  m2OMgv2OMgSin[02OMg]Sin[02OMg]]] >  0,

Print["py not conserved"]];

If [Chop [Abs [mtvtCos [0t] +m20Mgv20MgCos [^20Mg] —m20N a*Sqrt [2Ebeam /  m20N a] ] ] 

> 0 , Print["pz not conserved"]];

, {%, Nparticles}]];

j  = 0 ;

min =  10.2; max =  40;

Do[

If[(Etlist[[%]] * 180/tt >  min)&&(Etlist[[«]] * 180/tt <  m ax), j  =  j  +  1];

, {«, 1, Length[0tlist]}];
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Print [TV[j/(Length [Etlist] )]] ;

plotl =  ListPlot[E0tlist, PlotRange —> All, Plot Style —» Hue[0], ImageSize —» 500]; 

plot2 =  ListPlot [E#20Mglist, Plot Range —> All, PlotStyle —> Hue [.2], ImageSize 

500];

A.2 20Mg —> 19Na +  P

ma =  "18647.5"MeV/(cA2); mb =  17711.3163/(cA2); mp =  938.271996MeV/(cA2); 

Q 1 =  excite — 2.6454 — excite2 ; MeV =  1 ; c =  1 ;

0b Hist =  {}; 0b Hist =  {}; Ebllist =  {}; E0bllist =  {}; 0pllist =  {};

0pllist =  {}; Epllist =  {}; E0pllist =  {}; vpplistl =  {}; vbplistl =  {}; 

vpveclistl =  {}; vbveclistl =  {}; vplistl =  {}; vblistl =  {};

If[Ql <  011 Length [02OMglist] <  2, Print ["Reaction Q value forbidden "] ; Abort [] ;, 

Do[

0pp =  ArcCos [Random [Real, {—1,1}]];

0pp =  Random [Real, {—tt, tt}];
m b + m p ,

m bQ l

vpp = ^ ^ ;
vecpp =  {vppSin[0pp]Cos[0pp], vppSin[0pp]Sin[0pp], vppCos[0pp]}; 

vecbp =  {—vbpSin[0pp]Cos[0pp], —vbpSin[0pp]Sin[0pp], —vbpCos[0pp]};

If [Chop [Abs [mp vecpp [ [ 1] ] +m b vecbp [[!]]]] >  0, Print ["px prime not conserved, i =  

Ea =  E20Mglist[[i]];

0a =  02OMglist [[%]];

0a =  02OMglist [[«]]; 

v c m f =

veep =  {—vecpp[[l]] — vcmfCos[0a]Sin[0a], vecpp[[2]] +  vcmfSin[0a]Sin[0a],
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vecpp [[3]] +  vcmfCos[0a]};

vecb =  {—vecbp[[l]] — vcmfCos[</>a]Sin[0a], vecbp [[2]] +  vcmfSin[^a]Sin[0a], 

vecbp [ [3] ] +  vcmfCos [0a]} ;

Ep =  1 /  2mpvecp. vecp;

Eb =  l/2mbvecb.vecb;

AppendTo [vpplistl, {{0 , 0 , 0 }, vecpp}];

AppendTo [vbplistl, {{0,0 , 0 }, vecbp}];

01 = ArcCos [vecp [ [3] ] / Sqrt [vecp. vecp] ] ;

02 = ArcCos [vecb [ [3] ] / Sqrt [vecb. vecb] ] ;

01 =  ArcTan[vecp[[l]],vecp[[2]]];

02 =  ArcTan[vecb[[l]], vecb[}2]]] ;

App endTo [0p 1 list, 01];

App endTo [0 b 1 list, 02];

AppendTo [0pl list, 01];

AppendTo [0b 1 list, 02];

App endTo [Ep 1 list, Ep];

AppendTo [Eb 1 list, Eb] ;

AppendTo[E0p 1 list, {Abs[01] * ISO/tt, Ep}];

AppendTo[E0b 1 list, {Abs[02] * ISO/tt, Eb}];

AppendTo [vpveclistl, {{0,0,0}, vecp}];

AppendTo [vbveclistl, {{0,0,0}, vecb}];

AppendTo [vplist 1, vecp] ;

AppendTo [vblist 1, vecb] ;

If [Chop [Abs [mt vtlist [ [z, 1]] +  mpvecp[[l]] +  mbvecb[[l]]]] > 0,

Print ["px not conserved, i =  " parts ", {mt vtlist [[i, l]],mpvecp[[l]],mbvecb[[l]]}]];
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If [Chop [Abs [mt vtlist [ [», 2] ] +mpvecp [ [2] ] +mbvecb [ [2] ] ] ] > 0, Print ["py not conserved"]];

If [Chop [Abs [mt vtlist [ [i, 3] ] +mpvecp [ [3] ] +mbvecb [ [3] ] — m2 0 N a* Sqrt [2Ebeam/m20Na] ] ] >  

0 ,

Print ["pz not conserved"]];

,{« ,!, Length [E20Mglist]}]]

A.3 19Na -> 18Ne +  P

ma =  17711.3163MeV/(cA2); mb =  16772.2004MeV/(cA2); mp =  938.271996MeV/(cA2); 

Q 1 — excite2  +  0.3207 — excite3; MeV =  1 ; c =  1 ;

0b21ist =  {}; 0b21ist =  {}; Eb21ist =  {}; E0b21ist =  {}; 0p21ist =  {};

<^p21ist =  {}; Ep21ist =  {}; E0p21ist =  {}; vpplist2 =  {}; vbplist2 =  {}; 

vpveclist2  =  {}; vbveclist2  =  {}; vplist2  =  {}; vblist2  =  {};

If[Ql < 0 1| Length [#20Mglist] < 2, Print ["Reaction Q value forbidden"]; Abort [];,

Do[

0pp =  ArcCos [Random [Real, {—1 , 1 }]];

(f>pp = Random [Real, {—tt, tt} ] ;  

v b p =

vecpp =  {vppSin [Opp] Cos [0pp], vppSin [0pp] Sin[0pp], vppCos [^pp]} ; 

vecbp =  {—vbpSin[0pp]Cos[</>pp], — vbpSin[0pp]Sin[0pp], — vbpCos[0pp]}; 

Ea =  Ebllist [[z]];

6& = Ebllist [[%]];

(/>& = Ebllist [[%]];

vecp =  (vecpp [[!]] +  vcmfCos [0a] Sin[da], vecpp [[2]] +  vcmfSin [0a] Sin [0a],
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vecpp [[3]] +  vcmfCos [0a]};

vecb =  {vecbp[[l]] +  vcmfCos [0a] Sin [0a], vecbp [[2]] +  vcmfSin [6a\ Sin [0a], 

vecbp [[3]] +  vcmfCos [0a]};

Ep =  l/2mpvecp.vecp;

Eb =  l/2mbvecb.vecb;

AppendTo [vpplist 2 , {{0,0 ,0 }, vecpp}];

AppendTo [vbplist 2, {{0,0,0}, vecbp}];

01 = ArcCos[vecp[[3]] /Sqrt [vecp.vecp]] ;

62 = ArcCos [vecb [ [3] ] /  Sqrt [vecb .vecb] ] ;

<f>l =  ArcTan[vecp [[!]], vecp [[2]]];

(f)2 = ArcTan [vecb [[!]], vecb[[2]]];

AppendTo [0p21ist, 01];

AppendTo [0b21ist, 02];

AppendTo [0p21ist, 01];

AppendTo [0b21ist, 02];

AppendTo [Ep21ist, Ep];

AppendTo [Eb21ist, Eb] ;

AppendTo[E0p21ist, {Abs[01] * 180/ tt,E p}];

AppendTo[E0b21ist, {Abs[02] * ISO/tt, Eb}];

AppendTo [vpveclist2, {{0,0,0}, vecp}];

AppendTo[vbveclist2, {{0,0,0}, vecb}];

App endTo [vplist 2, vecp];

App endTo [vblist 2, vecb];

If [Chop [Abs [mt vtlist [ [i, 1]] +  mpvplistl[[i, 1]] +  mpvecp[[l]] +  mbvecb[[l]]], 10A(-6)] 

> 0,
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Print ["px ( ", mt vtlist [[z, l]]+mpvplistl[[i, l]]+mpvecp[[l]]+mbvecb[[l]], " ) not conserved, 

z, " parts ", {mtvtlist[[z, l]],mpvplistl[[z, l]],mpvecp[[l]],mbvecb[[l]]}]];

If [Chop [Abs [mt vtlist [ [z, 2 ]] +  mpvplistl[[z, 2 ]] +  mpvecp[[2 ]] +  mbvecb[[2]]], 10A(—6 )]

> 0 ,

Print ["py ( ", mt vtlist [[z, 2] ]+mp vplist l[[z, 2]]+mpvecp[[2]]+mbvecb[[2]], " ) not conserved, 

z, " parts ", {mtvtlist[[z,2 ]],mpvplistl[[z,2 ]],mpvecp[[2 ]],mbvecb[[2 ]]}]];

If [Chop [Abs [mt vtlist [ [z, 3]] +  mpvplistl[[z, 3]] +  mpvecp[[3]].+ mbvecb[[3]]

— m20Na * Sqrt[2 Ebeam/m20Na]], 10A(—6 )] > 0,

Print ["pz ( ", mt vtlist [[z, 3]] +  mpvplistl[[z, 3]] +  mpvecp[[3]] +  mbvecb[[3]],

" ) not conserved, i =  ",z, " parts ",

{mtvtlist[[z, 3]],mpvplistl[[z, 3] ], mpvecp [ [3] ], mbvecb [ [3] ]}] ] ;

, (z, 1 , Length [E20Mglist]}]]



APPENDIX B

MATHEMATICA SCRIPT FOR 2HE CLUSTER TWO-PROTON 

EMISSION KINEMATICS

To calculate the range of kinematically allowed energies and angles of the prod

ucts from 20Na(3He,t), a simple simulation in Mathematica script generated a list of 

random kinematically allowed charged particles. For simplicity, all the kinematic cal

culations in the script disregarded relativistic effects. The script generating products 

for the 2He cluster two-proton emission is as follows:

B .l 20Na(3He,t)

Clear ["Global*"];

Off [General: : spell]

<  <  Statistics'ContinuousDistributions 

< <  GraphicsGraphics 

< <  GraphicsColors 

< <  Graphics'PlotFieldSD'

m20Na =  m 3 H e  =  "2809.g"MeV. m t  =  "2809.43»MeV. ^gQMg =  .

Q1 =  —10.7412MeV; MeV =  1; c =  1;

excite =  5MeV; Ebeam =  ISOMeV; Nparticles =  5000; output =  0;

Print ["Effective Q of part 2: ", excite — 2.6454 +  0.3207, " MeV which is ", excite — 

2.6454, " MeV above threshold"];

E20Nap =  ( ” 5 £ ^ y , ;
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"poTLTcrx   Ebeamm20Nam3He.
Ü /O n ep  -  (m20Na+m3He)2 ’

  m20Mg(Ebeamm3He+(m20Na+m3He)(—excite+Q l)).
P  (m20Na+m3He) (m20Mg+mt) ’

F'9ni\/Tcrr»   mt(Ebeamm3He+(m20Na+m3He)(—excite+Q 1 )) .
° P  (m20Na+m3He) (m20Mg+mt) ’

et =  ArcCot [Cot[tftp] +

vt =  (V 2 VEbernnVm2 0 m  +  v . v ^ , m ^ +mt)CosW  ^

1 + ( z^_^rzu_i i V Ebeam \/m 2ONa\/m tCsc[0tpl \ 2 5 
V 1 Pj+ V EtF(m 20M g+m t) )

Et =  1/2 * mt * v tA2;

02OMg =  -A rcC ot [Cot[6 tp] -  

v20Mg =  ( V I V Ë b i ^ V ™ ^  -  ^ r a s e t m M p i  j

h  | i
\  I ( rA. -i VEbeamVm20M g\/m20NaCsc[gtp1 X ^ ’
V (C o tiy tp J  v/Ë20V[gp(m20M g+mt) )

E20Mg = 1/2*  m20Mg * v20MgA2;

0tlist =  {}; ^tplist =  {}; </>tlist =  {}; Etlist =  {}; 02OMglist =  {}; 02OMglist =  {}; 

E20Mglist =  {}; E^20Mglist =  {};

E^tlist =  {};

If[E20Nap +  E3Hep +  Q1 — excite <  0,

Print["Q value forbidden " ,E20Nap +  E3Hep +  Q1 — excite]; A bort[];,

Do[

Otp = tt/9  * (10 — 1 / (Random[Real, {.1 , 1 }])); (*ArcCos[Random[Real, {—1,1}]]; *) 

(j>t = Random [Real, {—tt, tt}];

AppendTo [^tplist, 0tp] ;

AppendTo [Etlist, 6t\:

AppendTo [^tlist, <f>t]

AppendTo [Etlist, Et] :

AppendTo [02OMglist, 02OMg] ;

AppendTo [02OMglist,
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AppendTo [E20Mglist, E2 0 Mg] ;

AppendTo[E02OMglist, {Abs[02OMg] * 180/tt, E2 0 Mg}];

AppendTo[E^tlist, {Abs[0t] * 180/TT, Et}];

, {z,Nparticles}]];

E^cb =  {}; E0ct =  {}; E^cpl =  {}; E0cp2 =  {}; 0ctp =  {}; zcd =  50;

cdmin =  1 8 0 / tt * ArcTan[9.0/zcd] ; cdmax =  1 8 0 / tt * ArcTan[41.0/zcd] ; ionmin =  2;

ionmax =  1 8 0 / tt * ArcTan[7.4/zcd] — .5;

Etmin =  3.6; Etmax =  29; Epmin =  2; Epmax =  19; j  = 0;

Print [{cdmin, cdmax, ionmax}];

p lo tl =  ListPlot[E0tlist, PlotStyle —> Hue[0], ImageSize —» 500]; 

plot2 =  ListPlot[E02OMglist,PlotStyle —> Hue[.2],ImageSize —» 500];

Do[

If[(Etlist[[«]] * 1 8 0 / tt > cdm in& W tlist[[%]] * 1 8 0 / tt < cdmax)&&:

(02OMglist[[i]] * 1 8 0 / tt > ionmin&&:#2 0 Mglist [[%] ] * 1 8 0 / tt < ionmax)&&

(Etlist[[i]] > Etmin&&Etlist[[z]] < Etmax),

AppendTo [E^cb, E02OMglist[[i]]];

AppendTo [E^ct, E0tlist[[z]]];

AppendTo[0ctp, 1 8 0 / tt * ^tplist[[«]]];

/  =  j  +  i ;] ;

, {z, 1 , Length[0tlist]}];

pc i =  ListPlot[E^cb, PlotRange —> {{0, 1 8 0 / tt * Max[0tlist]}, {0, Max[E20Mglist]}}, 

PlotStyle —> Hue[.2],ImageSize —»■ 500, AxesOrigin —» {0,0}]; 

pc2 =  ListPlot[E0ct,PlotRange —> Ail, PlotStyle —> Hue[0],ImageSize —> 500, 

AxesOrigin —> {0,0}];

If[j >  0, Histogram[0ctp]];
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Print["coincidence efficiency =  ", N[ j /Length[Etlist]] * 100,

B.2 20Mg -► 18Ne +  p +  p

ma =  "18647.5l,M eV/(cA2);mb =  16772.2004MeV/(cA2);

mp =  938.271996MeV/(cA2); Q = excite — 2.6454 +  0.3207; MeV =  1; c =  1;

rn2He =  2mp;

expdist =  ExponentialDistribution[Q] ;

p2Hep =  {o , 0, ;

vbp =  — p2Hep/mb;

v2Hep =  p2Hep/m2He;

pp2  =  Vexcite2 x/mp;

p p l =  — \Z excite2 v/mp;

v lp := p p l/m p  * {Sin[01]Cos[</)l],Sin[01]Sin[01],Cos[yi]} +  v2Hep; 

v2 p:= pp 2 /m p * {Sin[^l]Cos[01],Sin[01]Sin[(/>l],Cos[01]} +  v2 Hep; 

0pp:=ArcCos[vlp.v2p/(Sqrt[vlp.vlp] * Sqrt[v2p.v2p])];

a =  {{Cos[^]Cos[0]—Cos[0]Sin[</)]Sin[^], C o s^ jS in ^ + C o s^ S in ^ lC o s^ ] , Sin[^]Sin[0]}, 

{—S in ^ C o s ^ ]—C o s ^ S in ^ C o s ^ ] , — Sin [ip] Sin [(f)}+Cos [0] Cos [(f)} Cos [ip], Cos [ip] Sin [0]}, 

{Sin[0]Sin[0], —Cos[0]Sin[0],Cos[0]}}/.{0 —> 0r ,^ —> —» ^r};

0Nelist =  {}; </>Nelist =  {}; ENelist =  {}; E0Nelist =  {}; 0pllist =  {};

<^pllist =  {}; Epllist =  {};E0pllist =  {};0p21ist =  {};<^p21ist =  {};Ep21ist =

{}; d01ist =  {};

d01ist2 =  {}; vlistl =  {};vlist2 =  {};vlist3 =  {};

E0p21ist =  {};

If[Q < 0 1| Length [02OMglist] < 2, Print ["Reaction Q value forbidden"]; Abort [];,

Do[
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Ea =  E20Mglist[[i]]; 0a =  02OMglist[[z]]; </>a =  02OMglist[[z]]; 

excite2  =  Random [expdist] ;

While [excite2 >  Q,excite2 =  Random [expdist]];

01 =  ArcCos[Random[Real, {—1 , 1 }]];

01 =  Random [Real, {—tt, tt} ] ;

0r =  ArcCos [Random [Real, {—1 , 1 }]];

0r =  Random [Real, {—tt, tt} ] ;

0 r =  Random [Real, {—tt, tt} ] ;  

ro tv lp  =  o.vlp; 

rotv2 p =  a.v2 p; 

rotv3p =  o.vbp;

If [Chop [mp * rotvlp[[l]] +  mp * rotv2p[[l]] +  mb * rotv3p[[l]], 10A(—6 )],

Print ["net px =  ",m p*rotvlp[[l]]+m p*rotv2p[[l]]+m b*rotv3p[[l]], " at i =  ",*]];

If [Chop [mp * rotvlp[[2]] +  mp * rotv2p[[2]] +  mb * rotv3p[[2]], 10A(—6 )],

Print ["net py =  ", mp * rotvlp[[2]] +  mp * rotv2p[[2]] +  mb * rotv3p[[2]], " at i =  ",«]];

If [Chop [mp * rotvlp[[3]] +  mp * rotv2p[[3]] +  mb * rotv3p[[3]], 10A(—6 )],

Print ["net pz =  ", mp * rotvlp[[3]] +  mp * rotv2p[[3]] +  mb * rotv3p[[3]], " at i =  ",%]]; 

If[Chop[l/2m protvlp.rotvlp+l/2m protv2p.rotv2p+l/2m brotv3p.rotv3p—Q, 10A(—6 )], 

Print ["net AE =  ", 1 /  2mprot v l p . rot v 1 p + 1 /  2mprot v2p. rot v2p+1 /  2mbrot v3p. rot v3p— 

Q, " at i =  ",«]];

E lp  =  1 /  2m protvlp.rotvlp;

E2p =  1 /  2mprotv2p.rotv2p;

E3p =  1 /  2mbrotv3p.rotv3p;

01p =  ArcCos[rotvlp[[3]] /  Sqrt [rotvlp.rotvlp]] ;

02p =  ArcCos [rot v2p [ [3] ] / Sqrt [rotv2p. rot v2p] ] ;
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03p =  ArcCos [rot v3p [ [3] ] / Sqrt [rotv3p.rot v3p] ] ; 

01p =  ArcTan[rotvlp[[l]],rotvlp[[2]]];

</>2p =  ArcTan[rotv2p[[l]],rotv2p[[2]]];

(j)Sp = ArcTan [rot v3p [[!]], rot v3p [[2] ] ] ;
V2VÊâ^mâ.

mb+2mp ’ 

labvl =  { rot v 1 p [ [ 1 ] ] +  vcmfCos [</>a] Sin [0a], rot v l p [ [2] ] +  vcmfSin [6a\ Sin [0a], rot v 1 p [ [3] ]+  

vcmfCos[0 a]};

labv2 =  {rot v2p [ [ 1 ] ] +  vcmfCos [<̂ a] Sin [6 a], rot v2p [ [2] ] +  vcmfSin [0a] Sin [0a], rot v2p [ [3] ]+  

vcmfCos [0a]};

labv3 =  {rotv3p[[l]]+vcmfCos[0a]Sin[0a], rotv3p[[2]]+vcmfSm[0a]Sin[0a], rotv3p[[3]]+ 

vcmfCos [0a]};

01 =  ArcCos [labv 1 [ [3] ] /  Sqrt [labv 1. labv 1 ] ] ;

02 =  ArcCos [labv2 [ [3] ] /  Sqrt [labv2. Iabv2 ] ] ;

03 =  ArcCos [labv3 [ [3] ] /  Sqrt [labv3. Iabv3] ] ;

01 =  ArcTan [labvl [[!]], labvl [[2]]];

02 =  ArcTan [labv2[[l]], labv2[[2]]] ;

03 =  ArcTan[labv3[[l]],labv3[[2]]];

E l =  l/2m plabvl. labvl;

E2 =  l/2mplabv2.1abv2;

E3 =  1 /  2mblabv3.1abv3;

AppendTo [0pl list, 01];

AppendTo [0p21ist, 02];

AppendTo [0Nelist, 03];

AppendTo[0pllist, 01];

AppendTo [0p21ist, 02];
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AppendTo [0N elist, 03];

AppendTo [Ep llis t, El];

AppendTo [Ep21ist, E2];

AppendTo [ENelist, E3] ;

AppendTo[E^pllist, {Abs[^l] * 1 8 0 / tt, El}];

AppendTo[E0p21ist, {Abs[^2] * 1 8 0 / tt, E2}];

AppendTo[E0Nelist, {Abs[03] * 1 8 0 / tt, E3}];

AppendTo [d^list, ArcCos [rot v l p . rot v2p /  (Sqrt [rotvlp .rotvlp]* Sqrt [rot v2 p . rot v2 p] ) ] ] ; 

, {i, 1, Nparticles}]]
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